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A
large amount of electricity-generating capacity will have
to be built over the coming years to replace retiring units
and meet new demand. Renewable energy technologies
(RETs) are already competitive for some of this capacity,

and further technical development and commercialization sup-
port (see chapter 5) could expand their share. However, the rate of
growth for RETs will also depend on factors such as economic
and regulatory changes within the electricity sector, availability
of financing, taxes, perceptions of risk, and the rate of change in
conventional technologies. This chapter discusses those factors
and approaches for further commercializing RETs for electricity
generation.

ELECTRICITY SECTOR CHANGE
Structural and regulatory changes in the electric utility industry
have, in the past, encouraged the development of today’s renew-
able energy industry and are likely to play a key role in how the
renewable energy industry develops in the future. Many of these

Utilities generally enjoyed stable growth and declining costs
of electricity production until the early 1970s. Then these histori-

[me  Energy  1nfomatlon Adminis[ra[ion estimates that utilities will buiId a total of

about 110 GW (and retire 60 GW) and nonu(ility  generators (not including cogenerators)
will build 72 GWe by 2(I 10. See U.S. Departmen[  of Energy, Energy Information Admin-
istration, Supp[emen( ro the Annuul Energy Outlook, 1994, DOWEIA-0554(94)  (Wash- 1199

ing(on,  DC: March 1994), p. 183.
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cal trends were reversed due to reduced economies
of scale2 for new large coal-fired plants,3 the oil
shocks, inflation and high apparent costs of capi-
tal, sharp reductions in demand growth, increased
environmental regulation, and problems with ad-
vanced technology such as supercritical boilers
and nuclear plants.4 These and other problems led
state regulatory agencies to disallow (i.e., not in-
clude in the rate base) more than $10 billion worth
of utility investment during the 1980s.5 Regula-
tors and utilities became interested in alternative
approaches in order to avoid heavy capital invest-
ment in new generation facilities.

One such approach was to encourage indepen-
dent entrepreneurs and companies other than util-
ities to generate power. Another was to tap
alternative resources, renewable in particular.
Federal policy addressed these issues through the
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)
of 1978. Title II of PURPA established a class of
electricity suppliers—"qualifying facilities”

(QFs)—based on cogeneration and renewable,
and outside conventional profit regulation. It re-
quired utilities to purchase power generated by
QFs at a rate based on the utility’s incremental
cost6---more commonly termed avoided cost--of
power.’

For a variety of reasons, the response to PUR-
PA was mixed, especially for RETs, as described
in box 6-1. Price was a key factor. Where the
avoided cost level was high, the industry was del-
uged with offers; where low, no offers were made.
Another factor was the terms under which elec-
tricity was to be purchased. Some states simply set
tariffs for electricity purchase depending on the
current avoided cost level. Since these could
change frequently, private investors were unwill-
ing to risk their capital on long-term projects
whose return could vary dramatically. Other states
allowed long-term contracts, which provided the
more certain financial climate developers needed

2Laurits  R. Christensen and WiI]iam H. Greene, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation, ’’jow-nal ofPo/i/ical Economy, vol.

84, No. 4, pt. 1, 1976, pp. 655-676; Thomas G. Cowing and V. Kerry Smith, “The Estimation of a Production Technology: A Survey of Econo-
metric Analyses of Steam-Elec[ric  Generation,” Land Economics, vol. 54, No. 2, May 1978, pp. 156- 186; Edward Kahn and Richard Gilbert,
Universitywide Energy Research Group, University of California, Berkeley, “Competition and Institutional Change in U.S. Electric Power
Regulation,” Report PWP-011, May 2, 1993; Richard F. Hirsh, Technology and Trun.sf(]rma(ion  in [he American Electric U(ility  Industry (Cam-
bridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1989); and David E. Nye, Electrijjing  America: Social Meanings of a New Technology,
1880-1940 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), p. 32.

Sone study found hat going  from a 400 MW to an 800 MW unit reduced cost per kW installed by just 5 percent (or 10 percent on the addi-

tional kW). See “How Much Do U.S. Powerpkmts Cost?” Elecv-icul World, March 1985, reporting on a study of 491 recently completed and
commercially operating fossil and nuclear plants by University of Tennessee’s Construction Research Analysis group for Edison Electric insti-
tute.

dpaul L. Joskow and Nancy  L. Rose, “The Effects of Technological Change, Experience, and Environmental Regulation on the Cons~c-

tion Cost of Coal-Burning Generating Units, ” Rand Journa/  of Economics, vol. 16, No. 1, spring 1985, pp. 1 -27; and Martin B. Zimmerman,
“Learning Effects and the Commercialization of New Energy Technologies: The Case of Nuclear Power,” Bell Journal of Economics, vol. 13,
No. 2, autumn 1982, pp. 297-310.

50ak Ridge Nationa] Laborato~, “~dence  Issues Affecting the U.S. Ektrk  utility  Industry,” 1987, and “Prudence Issues Affecting the

U.S. Electric Utility Industry: Update, 1987 and 1988 Activities,” 1989; and Ed Kahn, University of California, Berkeley, personal communica-
tion, May 1994.

6See section 21() of tie ~b]ic  Uti]i[y  Regulatory Policies ACt of 1978.

7The tem incremen t/ Cosf of Wwer has been  interpreted in different ways by various utilities, leading to varying payments to QFs. See,

e.g.! Daniel  Packeyi “whY Does  the Energy Pfice Increase when Cheaper-Than-Avoided-Cost DSM Is Added,” U(iliries  Policy, VOI.  3, 1993,
pp. 243-253.
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I

States vary dramatically in their development of renewable energy technologies (RETs) in the

electricity sector California has more than 6 GW of installed RET capacity, Maine is second with about 850

MW, and Florida iS third with about 820 MW The top 10 states account for nearly three-quarters of U S

RET development This development is often largely unrelated to state renewable resource endowments

For example, the Midwest has very large wind energy resources but Iittle wind energy development

Instead, most wind development has taken place in California where wind resources are relatively Iimited

although there are a few particularly good sites

Key factors determining RET development include the planning, contracting, and procurement policies

of the states These were well described in a recent report published by the National Association of Regu-

latory Utlity Commissioners Of particular value were the following

Standard contracts with (or guidelines for) the terms and conditions for capacity and energy sales to utilityies This

greatly reduces the expense and delay of negotiations, reducing transaction costs and the time required to obtain a

financeable contract

Long-run contract price based on avoided new utility plants. Long-run contracts (extending for 15 to 30 years)

based on the cost of new resources are more likely to provide a sufficient revenue base for nonutility generat ion devel-

opment than contracts based on short-term energy and capacity.

Both capacity and energy values paid.  It IS difficult for new projects to recover costs unless they receive payment

for their capacity value

Fixed or predictable payment stream This is critical for any nonutility developer to obtain financing

Availability of /eve//zeal or front-loaded payments This allows developers of capital-intensive renewable energy

projects to pay debt service on the loan, which IS generally 10 to 15 years, compared to 30 years for utilities

No dispatchability or minimum capacity factorscreens This meant that renewable resources having an irtermit-

tent/low capacity factor (hydro wind, solar) and nondispatchable resources (geothermal) were not excluded from

participating Regulatory mechanisms reflected the benefits that these resources provide to the consumer

Special rates set for renewab/es Two of the states created special rates through Iegislation (New York for all quali-

fying facilities and Connecticut for municipal solid waste)

SOURCE Jan Hamrin and Nancy Rader Investing in the Fufure A Regulators Guide to Renewables (Washington DC National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners February 1993)

to raise capital and develop a project. Standard of- substantial development of several RETs. includ-
fers, or contracts, contributed to this confidence ing biomass, geothermal, solar thermal, and wind,
and also reduced the transaction costs of develop- beginning in the early 1980s.
ers.8 In California, the combination of PURPA, PURPA introduced a degree of competition
federal and state tax credits, and/or standard offers into the electric ity sector. In the mid- 1980s, rcgu-
together with favorable renewable resources led to lators and utilities investigated competitive bid-

~Standard offers define the [e~~ and conditions+. g., energy and capaci[~’  payments, dispatch ability, ~cf reliabil it> —under wh ich ~ltil i-

ties will buy power. They set the transaction price M the avoided cost determined by the state regulatory authority. Some of the wmdard contracts
entered into in the early 1980s resulted in prices for QF power that were above utilities” actual avoided cost~  when oil and ga~ prices  crafhcd in
the mid- to late 1980s. On this basis some argue that it w a~ intippropriate  to provide Iong-term-e.g.,  10-}  ear—standard contracts. That encrg~f
prices might decline was,  of course, a ri~k  when these contracts were entered into. At that time, however, energ> prices  were expected to nw and
contracts reflected that expectation. Investment in natural gai-fuele(f powerplants  today similarly faces risks  should natural gas prices escalate
more rapidly than expected in a decade. These fuel cost risk issues  suggest the need for resource diversity and f’or proper allocation of risk and
reward. This is discussed below.
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ding as a way to control costs of new plants.
Utilities in some 25 states have conducted com-
petitive bidding. Nonutility generators (NUGs)
responded to these opportunities by building
about 57 GW of generation capacity through
1992, including some 16 GW of RET capacity.9

The record of low cost, rapid construction, and
reliability of many of these projects has encour-
aged further opening up of the electricity sector to
competition.

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) con-
tinued this policy direction by creating a new class
of power producers known as Exempt Wholesale
Generators that are exempted from certain tradi-
tional utility requirements. 10 EPACT also ad-
dressed a variety of related transmission access
issues (see below). Finally, California and several
other states are considering an investigation of the
possibility of “retail wheeling” to determine the
feasibility of creating an even more competitive
market. 11 Whatever form these varied actions ulti-
mately take, it is likely that there will be substan-
tial further structural changes in the electricity
sector, in particular, higher levels of competition
in electricity generation.

The impact of increased competition on RETs
is uncertain. Greater competitive pressures may
reduce investment in research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D) and could diminish inter-
est in capital-intensive, long-term generating
technologies such as RETs. The low cost and high
performance of combustion turbines fired with

natural gas have great appeal in a competitive
market. To the extent that market competition ig-
nores benefits such as lower environmental im-
pact or reduced exposure to fossil fuel cost
increases, RETs may be disadvantaged. Further-
more, separation of generation from transmission
and distribution (T&D) could increase the diffi-
culty of implementing applications that benefit
the system as a whole, such as the distributed util-
ity. On the other hand, increased market competi-
tion may help differentiate energy markets by
value, potentially opening up new higher value
market niches for which particular RETs can ef-
fectively compete.

Competitive bidding for electric power supply
typically proceeds in three steps. First, the utility
projects the need for new electricity supply, in-
cluding how much new capacity (MWS), what
kind (baseload, load following, peaking), and
when it will be needed. Second, a solicitation for
competitive bids is made. Third, the tendered bids
are screened and/or ranked on the basis of several
factors, usually beginning with price and followed
by operational issues, cost structure, and environ-
mental impacts.

In practice, there has been less development of
renewable energy under the competitive bidding
approach than had occurred under earlier PURPA
avoided cost/standard offer methods. As of 1990
(before a significant number of competitively bid
projects came online), renewable fueled 6.6 GW
out of a total of 9.1 GWNUG noncogeneration ca-

9u,s,  ~paflment  of Energy, Energy  Information Administration, Annual Energ)’ Re\’ieM’, )993,  DO~EIA-03~4(93

July 1994). p. 251. About 32 GW were under PURPA and 25 GW under competitive bidding and other means.

!OAs ~ovemed by tie public Utility Holding COmpaIIy  Act  of 1935.

I I Retail Wheellng  is ~roP~ed  t. allow individuals the oppofiuni[y [o purchase ~eir e]e&city  from aIly utility or inder

(Washington, DC:

rodent power pro-
ducer—thus allowing them to shop around for the lowest price or for other features that they value. This has been characterized as similar to the
individual customer’s ability to shop around for a long distance telecommunications company. In fact, retail wheeling of electricity is not well -
defined and cannot be described by so simple an analogy. For a discussion of these issues, see, e.g.: The E/ec/ricify  Journal, April 1994, entire
issue; Richard J. Rudden  and Robert Homich, “Electric Utilities in the Future,” Fortnight/y, May 1, 1994, pp. 21 -25; and Public Utilities Com-
mission of the State of California, “Order Instituting Rulemaking and Order Instituting Investigation,” Apr. 20, 1994. In addition to California,
Nevada has a limited program in place, and Michigan and New Mexico have called for rulemaking  on more limited programs to introduce
greater competition. See, e.g., Peter Fox-Penner, “Critical Trends in State Utility Regulation, ’’Natural Resources & Environment/, winter 1994,
pp. 17-19,5 t -52.
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pacity (73 percent) .12 In contrast, just 12 percent
of successful competitive bids to date have been
based on renewable, totaling a little over 2 GW. 13

Several factors may have contributed to this
difference. QFs were limited to RETs and cogen-
eration, unlike competitive facilities that can use
any fuel. In addition, fossil fuel prices have
dropped to near historic lows, reducing the incen-
tive for choosing RETs. Some have also sug-
gested, however, that the low rate of adoption of
renewable under competitive bidding practices
may in part be due to the screening/ranking factors
not adequately reflecting the substantial benefits
of renewable. 4

These changes are exposing what some per-
ceive to be a fundamental conflict between two
different philosophies for utility regulation: 1) us-
ing regulatory interventions in the utility sector to
advance social goals such as a cleaner environ-
ment through greater investment in and use of effi-
cient and/or renewable energy technologies, and
2) reducing and/or changing regulation in the util-
ity industry to allow greater competition in gen-
eration and consequently more efficient and lower
cost provision of electricity. 15 These are not nec-
essarily conflicting goals, and means of realizing
both are discussed below.

Other changes will also affect RETs. Increasing
concern over the environmental impacts of fossil
fuel use has led to consideration of RETs in policy
initiatives such as the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990,16 EPACT, and the Climate Change Ac-
tion Plan. Half the states now incorporate environ-
mental externalities in their electricity sector
planning and operations either qualitatively or
quantitatively, and other states are considering
this. Such environmental concerns are likely to in-
crease over time, and will generally benefit most
RETs.

Some RETs may also have a significant influ-
ence on the structure of the electricity sector. In
particular, as photovoltaics (PVs—or other small-
scale technologies such as fuel cells) are devel-
oped, they may be distributed throughout a T&D
net work. That could lead to substantial] y different
T&D requirements and might affect the technical
and financial structure for the electric utility. ’7
Accommodating this change will require much
better models and understanding of actual power
flows so that the corresponding costs can be un-
bundled and assigned appropriately to ensure effi-
cient use of the T&D system. 18

12Energy Information Administration, Op. d., fOOmOte  1.

13B]air  G. Swezey, National  Renewable Energy Laboratory, ‘The Impact of Competitive Bidding on the Market ~ospects  for Renewable

Electric Technologies,” draft, January 1993.

“1bid.

15This issue has recently  been highlighted by tie Ca]ifomia order instituting an investigation and rulemaking on retail wheeling. For a flavor

of some of the debate, see The Electricity JournaI,  April 1994, entire issue.

16see,  e,g., U.S. Environmental ~otection  Agency, Energy  Eflcfency  a~//enewable Energy:  Opporlunitiesfiom  ~l]e IV of the Cleun Air

Ac[, EPA 430-R-94-001 (Washington, DC: February 1994).

] 7For example,  who might own ~Wftop pv  systems: utilities, homeowners, or ~ird  p~ies? ]f distributed power is a signific~t  fraction Of

the system, the answer to this question could influence the structure of the electricity sector.

18A variety of different means are being explored to achieve better understanding of and workable models and contracts for unbundling

transmission services. Steven L. Walton, “Establishing Firm Transmission Rights Using a Rated System Path Model, ” The Elcc/ricit~ Journal,

October 1993, pp. 20-33; W. Hogan, “Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission,” Journal of”Regulatm-y  liconomics,  vol. 4, No. 3,

1992, pp. 21 I -242; and Kahn and Gilbert, op. cit., footnote 2.
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POWERPLANT FINANCE19

A typical fossil fuel project—such as a natural
gas-fired combined-cycle powerplant-will have
a relatively low capital cost per unit power output
compared with a typical nonfuel-based20 renew-
able project, but faces continual (and potentially
increasing) fuel costs. A typical renewable energy
project will have high capital costs but little or no
fuel cost (see figure 6-1 ). Over the lifetime of the
project, the low operating (fuel) costs of the RET
can more than make up for its high capital costs—
depending on factors such as the cost of capital,
fuel, operations, and plant life. Nevertheless. the
RET can cost more than the fossil plant during the
first years of the project under common financial
accounting methods.

Effectively, the RET power is paid for in ad-
vance through the capital charges, in contrast to
the pay-as- you-go nature of fossil fuel. The higher
front-end cost of the renewable poses the risk of
overpaying for power should the project fail pre-
maturely (see figure 6-2). Conversely, costs of the
non-fuel-based RET could be lower in the future
than for a fossil fuel system, particularly if fuel
prices escalate as projected (figure l-A-4).

| Utility Finance21

Electric utilities are monopolies regulated primar-
ily by states. The retail price at which the utility
sells electricity is set through a regulatory review
process that allows the utility to recover all operat-
ing expenses, including taxes, and to earn a “fair”
return for its prudent investments. The review
typically consists of two stages: 1) a review of
utility capital investments that can be a lengthy,
arduous process (especially if questions are raised

19 Analysis of~e finmcial  situation of the elwtricity  sector more broadly, including market-to-book value ratios, price/earnings ratios, and

other measures of financial health are beyond the scope of this study; they can be found elsewhere. See, e.g., Edward Kahn, Electric UIilirv

Planning arufRegufa(ion  (Washington, DC: America nCouncil for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1991); Leonard S. Hyman,  Americu’s  Elecrric

Uti/i~ies: Past, Presenl,  and Future (Arlington, VA: Public Utilities Reports, Inc., 1983); and Harry G. Stoll,  Least-Co.$t Electric Utility Planning

(New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons, 1989).

2oBiomass-fue]ed  renewable energy proj~ts  am ]ikely to have capital and fiel  costs similar to those of fossil fuel projects, unlike capital-in-

tensive nonfuel-based  RETs such as geothermal, hydro, solar, and wind.

2 IOn]y investor-owned utilities wi]] be discussed hem, as public utilities are exempt from federal taxes and tax incentives.
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Utility avoided costs

Y

avoided costs

/
Bid

Exposure

—
NOTE The front loaded cost structure resulting from typical carrying

charges shown in figure 6-1 can result in" rate-payer exposure" in that

they pay for the plant upfront but run the risk that the plant does not op-
erate for as long or al the performance level expected Proper structur-
ing of the contracts can reduce this risk

SOURCE Ed Kahn et al Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Evaluation
Methods in Competive Bidding for Electric Power, ’ LBL-26924 June

1989

over the prudence of investments); 2) and much
less detailed reviews of automatic adjustment of
fuel costs.

The cost of owning and operating a utility-gen-
erating plant is affected by a variety of federal and
state/local tax provisions as discussed below. Cur-
rent federal tax policy variously provides inves-
tor-owned utilities

22 (IOUs) 5-, 15-, and 20-year

accelerated depreciation, and a 10-year 1.5¢/kWh
renewable electricity production credit (REPC)
according to the particular technology, as listed in
table 6-1. State and local governments may also
levy income, sales, property, and other taxes.

The impact of federal and state/local taxes at
the generating plant (not including, for example,
fuel mining and transport) can be calculated using
standard financial models .23 Representative taxes
carried by different powerplants are shown in fig-
ure 6-3, based on the parameters in tables 6-1,6-2,
and 6-3. (A more detailed analysis of taxes over
the entire fuel cycle for two specific regions in the
United States is given in the following section.)

Current law (which provides five-year acceler-
ated depreciation for many RETs) sets the federal
tax burden per kWh of generated electricity for
RETs and most fossil technologies in the range of
roughly 0.1 ¢- 1.0¢/kWh, depending on the partic-
ular technology, its capital cost, and other factors.
This does not include the REPC24 or upstream
taxes from, for example, fuel mining or transport
(see below). Within this range there is consider-
able variation between technologies in taxes paid
per kWh generated. Coal-generated electricity
(which receives 20-year tax depreciation) carries a
federal tax burden in this scenario of about
0.4¢kWh, as illustrated in figure 6-3a.

If capital-intensive RETs instead had the same
depreciation schedules as coal-fired plants, they
would generally pay significantly higher taxes per
kWh generated than fossil fuel plants (for the gen-
erating plant itself, not including fuel mining and
transport costs—see below). The reason is that
federal taxes are based on income, utility income
is based in part on capital investment—for exam-
ple, the rate base, and RETs require a higher capi-

ZzInves[or.owned  ~tllitles ~enera(e  a~u[ [hree-quaflers  of U.S. electricity and will be the focus of this discussion. Other tyPe~ of utilitY

ownership include public utilities, cooperatives, and federally owned facilities. These other types are not discussed here as they are generally

exempt from federal and state taxation.

2~~l\ ~naly$is was done by OTA using a nlodel similar to that of the TAGTV method of the Electric Power Research hstitute.  mis spread-

sheet model was also compared with and validated by several other standard me[hods  such as those in: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment, Neti Electr/c Power Technologies:  Problems and Prospec~.\  fbr the 1990s, OTA-E-246 (Washington, DC: U.S. Go~cmment  Print-
ing Office, 1985); and Harry G. Stoll, Leust-Cosf  Elecfr/c UfI//fy Plann/ng (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 1989).

zl~e REPC, pa~ of EpACT, credits wind and closed-loop biomass facilities placed in service between 1994 and 1999 with 1.5@/k~.
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aThlS credit was  enacted  by EPACT section  1914 The REPC of i 5@/kWh IS Ilmi[ed to wmd and closed-loop biomass facilmes placed m service during the period 1994 to 1999 It IS provided onlY during

the first 10 years of plant operation, (t IS phased out Imearly as costs Increase from 8@/kWh to 1 lc/kWh It IS adjusted for mflahon and It is reduced by other grants and credits
bFlve.year 200%DB t= depredation IS available only for qualifying faclllhes under the public Utlllty Regulatory pollcles Act

cThe 10 percent ITC for solar and geothermal property was made permanent  by  EpAcT,  section 191 G It applles  only  to nonutlll~  generators, however,  as LJtl/ltles were previously made Inellglble fOr the

credit

NOTES DB=declinmg  balance ITC-investment tax credits for 10 percent of cost of quahfled solar and geothermal property and was permanently extended under the Energy Policy Act of 1992

(EPACT),  REPC= renewable electncty  production credit of 1 5@/kWh for energy produced by wmd and closed-loop biomass faclllhes

SOURCES E Bruce Mumford and Blake J Lacher, “The Equity Stake “ /ndependen( Energy March 1993, pp 8-10, 16 Stanton W Hadley et al Report on the Study of the Taxandr?ate Treafrnentof
Renewab/e Energy Pro/ects,  Report ORNL-6772 (Oak Ridge, TN Oak Ridge National Laboratory December 1993), and Internal Revenue Serwce, IRS Code, Sec 168(e)(3) Rev Proc 88-22, 1988-1

CB 785, IRS Code Sec 168(b)(l)
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Coal Bio- Geo-  Hydro -  Pho to  So la r  Wind
mass thermal power voltaic thermal

tal investment per power output than fossil
plants.

25 Accelerated depreciation for capital-in-

tensive RETs only partially compensates for bas-
ing taxes on capital investment rather than kWh
generated.

Although further reducing federal taxes—
which total less than 1 ¢/kWh (not considering the
REPC)—might correspondingly provide a small
competitive boost for technologies such as bio-

Bio-
mass

Geo-
thermal

Hydro-
power

Solar
thermal

.

Wind

NOTE On a per kWh bass state and local taxes carried by various
technologies also vary significantly of these, property taxes can be

particularly significant determinants of overall tax burders. The calcuIa
tions used the same methodology and parameters as figure 6-3A The

bass for calculating property taxes can vary significantly befween

states and localities depending on how the cap [al IS assumed to de-
preciate in value over time how inrflation in capital values  is treated and

other factors The scenario modeled here assumed that the property
bass would Increase with inflation the share of that property on which
the tax IS Ievied IS assumed to deprecate at a straight- me book life rate

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

mass, geothermal, hydro, and wind that are now
competitive or nearly so, it would have little com-
petitive benefit for solar thermal or photovoltaics
(chapter 5).

This analysis shows a gap in policy instruments
between RD&D and tax policy to support largc-
scale commercialization. RD&D is often the first
factor that reduces the cost of a technology. As
commercial manufacturing increases with ncar-

~~ln ~ractlce, “ti] ity ~atc ~egulatlon  is far more ~omp]ex than [his, and ut ii it iei have incentive$  for choo~in~  10~ IOLII  ~o~t. r~ither th~~n h i~h

capital co~t options.
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Rate

Rate Share

Debt

Preferred stock

Common stock

competitiveness, economies of scale become the
primary factors in driving costs down further, and
tax credits can expedite this process. Before a
technology can get to this stage, however, it must
establish a manufacturing base while it is yet un-
competitive except for niche markets. Mecha-
nisms to support manufacturing scaleup may be
an important intermediary step in some cases if
costs are to be reduced to more widely competitive
levels. The TEAM UP proposal discussed in
chapter 5 is such a step. It is important to assure
that any such policies actually stimulate invest-
ment in large-scale manufacturing, or manufac-

turers could simply use this assistance to prop up
prices for products from existing capacity.

State and local property taxes can impose a
heavy tax burden on capital-intensive RETs be-
cause they are levied as a percentage of capital26

and because they are levied annually. Sixteen
states exempt some renewable energy equipment
from property taxes (see table 6-4) and some pro-
vide tax credits; this can reduce the state tax bur-
den. The basis for such property tax exemptions in
part depends on how taxes are viewed—as a tax on
“wealth” or to pay for “benefits,” serving effec-
tively as a user’s fee. Viewed as a benefits tax, for
example, property taxes provide on average
roughly three-quarters of local tax revenues and
serve to cover the costs of roads, schools, and oth-
er public services for the employees of the facility
being taxed. The level of such public services re-
quired, however, varies significantly with the type
of powerplant. Conventional powerplants may re-
quire substantial infrastructures for fuel transport
and water supply, as well as schools and hospitals
for many employees. In contrast, some RETs may
require little or no transport of fuel and may
operate with relatively fewer personnel at the
powerplant per unit of capital investment than
conventional powerplants.27 Detailing these dif-
ferences would be a useful next step for making
decisions about taxing RET property at the state
and local level.

| Nonutility Generator Finance
NUGs typically finance generation expansion
through project finance in which the lender is re-
payed and the loan secured through the cash flows

.
26 How capita]  is dete~ined  v~ies  from state  tO s~te, depending on how the capital is assumed to depreciate in value  over time, how infla-

tion in capital values are treated, and numerous other factors. The scenario modeled assumed that the property basis would increase with infla-

tion; the share of that propefiy on which the tax is levied is assumed to depreciate at a straight-line book life rate.

2T~is  does not necess~ly  imply hat tie renewable energy system might generate less employment. In fact, several studies suggest that

some RETs may generate more employment. The difference, however, is where this employment is distributed across the fuel cycle. Capital-in-
tensive RETs may have more employment associated with manufacturing and less associated with fuel production or power-plant operations
and maintenance than do fossil fuel systems.



Coal 10 70 1,500 1.6 1,0 1 0 0 5

Gas turbine 13 15 400 2.5 3.0 1 0 0.5

Biomass-plantation 10 70 1,500 2,5 0.0 1.0 0.5

Biomass-waste 10 70 1,500 2.0 0,5 1.0 0.5

Geothermal — 80 2,400 — . 2.0 0.5

Hydro — 40 2,000 — — 0.5 0.5

Solar-PV — 25 6,000 — — 0.5 0.5 g

Solar thermal — 25 3,000 — — 2,0 0.5 %
Wind — 28 1,000 — — 1.0 0.5 q

m— —-

NOTE All values have been rounded off reflecting uncertainties due to substantial technological advances taking place and uncertain future fuel prices Values represent 1994 technology status and ~
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aOffers a 10-percent tax credit for construction costs of “qualifted enwronmental technology facilities, ” including renewable energy plants

boffers 5-percent loans to small businesses.



dM=lmum  ~redlt of $1 750 for Single farnlly  homes and  $350 for multifamily UflltS

eFor  systems !nstalled between 1976 and 1981

foffers loans of Up tO $50000 for SIX years at 5 percent Interest

9The entire cost of reslden[lal solar system can be deducted up to a maximum of $20000

hExempt for five Y=rs

‘Maximum credrt of $1,000

IPhotovoltalc (PV) systems are exempt

kM=lmurn  loan  IS $200,000 and term IS seven years

IDeferred Up to fwe years

‘Offered at the dmcretlon of Indwldual towns

‘Grants of up to $10,000 for up to 100 percent of innovatwe projects

‘Resldentlal  and commercial actwe or passwe solar systems with a maxlmurn credit of $1 000

POffers 20-percent tax credit to any PV manufacturing faclllty

~For passive and acllve solar water and space heating

‘Maximum loan IS $20 mllhon over 10 to 15 years at 7 to 10 Percent Interest

‘Up to $100000 for resldentlal, commercial, and mstltuhonal solar projects

tLoans at 3 percent Interest for RETs wth  a payback of l@ss than 10 Years

uMatchmg grants

‘Maxmum  credit of $1,500

‘Offered at the dlscrehon of Indwldual towns

‘Credit of 75@W for PV modules manufactured m Vrgmla and sold between 1995 and 1999

YGrants of 1() to 20 percent of the cost of solar projects w{th a payback of less than 10 years, up to $75,000

‘Up to $2,500 for PV projects

NOTE Many of these state mcentwes apply to residential and/or commercial use of passwe architecture, solar thermal space or water heating, and other such bulldmg applications

SOURCE Larry E Shirley and Jodle D Sholar, “State and Uthty Fmanclal Incentives for Solar Appllcatlons, ” Solar Today, July/August 1993, pp 11-14
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and the assets of the individual project.28 This is
the form of financing used in many wind (see box
6-2) and solar thermal projects (see box 6-3), for
example. In contrast, utilities typically finance
generation expansion through corporate finance
in which the loans are secured by all the corpora-
tion’s assets.29 NUGs also typically carry higher
debt, 30 in part because of overall lower perception
of risks 31 These differences in financial structure
and taxes affect NUG investment in RETs in sev-
eral ways.

First, NUG project finance is typically limited
by lenders to 15 years or less-compared with
project lifetimes of perhaps 30 years—and may
have reopener clauses that require renegotiation of
terms if utility avoided costs or other factors
change sufficiently. This may make it more diffi-
cult for NUGs to invest in long-term, capital-in-
tensive RETs.

Second, lenders must be assured the economic
viability of the NUG project, including that the
cash flow will always cover debt service pay-
ments. Project finance loans then often require fi-
nancial reserves to ensure that debt service can be
covered and may have a variety of other restric-
tions on cash flow.32 These requirements may be

particularly stringent for capital-intensive RETs,
and may result in NUGS being required to post
additional financial security or have greater de-
mands placed on other components of the project
bid. 33

Third, as for utilities, NUG finance may be in-
fluenced by a variety of tax considerations (see
table 6-1 ). The impact of accelerated depreciation
and state/local taxes is similar to the case of utili-
ties, as discussed above. In addition, recent analy-
ses for the U.S. Department of Energy suggest that
the 10-year 1.5¢/kWh REPC for closed-loop bio-
mass and wind has the potential to improve NUG
rate-of-returns, and may thus encourage invest-
ment in these technologies. The Alternative Mini-
mum Tax (AMT)34 may, however, limit a NUG
from taking full advantage of these tax incentives.
While the Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) has not analyzed this issue, at least one
study found that “if a NUG is subject to the AMT,
. . . [it] becomes a barrier to the adoption of renew-
able technologies. ”35 Such factors may be par-
ticularly important for renewable; as a fledgling
industry, it is viewed as having higher risk and can

28 Edward p. Kahn  et a]., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Energy and Environment Division, “Analysis of Debt Leveraging in Private Power

Projects,” Report LBL-32487,  August 1992.

29EX i~ting debt Coy,enants,  however, limit  management’s ability to obligate ex isting assets further. Coverage ratios, fOr exampie,  help prO-

tect existing bondholders.

~[)A  project nlay ha~e ~~ ,nuch as 80 ~rcent debt, ] 6 percent subordinated debt, and just 4 percent equity in the proJect.  See,  e.g., Daniel A.

Potash, “For What It’s Worth . . .,” Independent Energy, September 1991, pp. 37-40.

~ i~e ~nanclal Conlnlunlty recognizes that NUGS have strong incentive to succeed because otherwise they do not get paid. In addition,

NUG projects usually begin with long-term power purchase agreements with utilities, so they do not face demand risks. In such a case, the utility
bears the demand risk and may have to buy its way out of an expensive contract if demand is lower than expected. Therefore, even though the
N[JG  pledges only the assets of the specific pro~ct,  it can carry higher levels of debt than a utility.

l~E ~ Kahll et al, Op Clt footnote 28; Roger F Naill  ~d William C, Dud]ey,  “IPP Leveraged Financing: Unfair Advantage?” public  f-JIIli-. . ! . .,
lies F’or~nigh//]’r Jan. 15, 1992; and Roger F. Naill and Barry J. Sharp, “Risky Business? The Case for Independents,” Electricity Journal, April
1991, pp. 54-63.

~~B]alr  C, Sweley,  Natiolla]  Renewable Energy Laborato~, ‘The Impact of Competitive Bidding on the Market Prospects for Renewable

Electric Technologies,” Report No. NREL/TP-462-5479, September 1993.

34 For a di$cussi{)n  of how, the AMT works, see Stanton W. Hadley  et at.,  Reporr on the S114dy of Tar and Ra[e Treatment ofRenew’able Energy

Projects, ORNL-6772 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, December 1993), p. 1-12.

~slbid.
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Until recently, the development of the U.S. wind Industry had taken place primarily in California due to
I

particularly favorable tax and rate treatment there in the early to mid-1980s In addition to the federal

10-percent Investment tax credit, a 15-percent business energy investment tax credit,1 and five-year accel-

erated depredation for wind systems,2 this included a state energy Investment tax credit of 25 percent,3

and favorable power purchase agreements with California utilities under the Public Utility Regulatory Poli-

cies Act. In particular, California Standard Offer 4 locked in escalating energy prices for a period of 10

years, 4 based on the expectation that conventional energy prices were also going to escalate The advan-

tage of this form of contract was that 10-year debt financing could then be obtained from various instltu-

tional investors who were assured of the necessary income stream to retire the debt This price Iock-in

reduced Investor uncertainty and led to a “stampede of potential power producers signing contracts with

utilities “5

These tax benefits were generous. By one estimate, “most Investors could recover about two-thirds of

their Investment through the reduction of their taxes in less than three years, even with no sales of electric-

ity ”6 Consequently, these returns attracted a wide range of manufacturers, financiers, and wind farm de-

velopers of varying capabilities and motivations, By one estimate, more than 40 wind energy developers

installed turbines between 1982 and 19847 In 1980, the California Energy Commission set a goal of having

500 MW of wind capacity online by 1987, 1,436 MW were actually online in that year.

There was, however, relatively little base of supporting wind technology research, development, and

demonstration (RD&D), much of the previous federal technology RD&D had been focused on very large (1

MW or larger) systems and Iittle on the relatively lower risk and lower cost Intermediate scale (50 to 250

kW) systems that were put in by private developers Consequently, many early wind systems failed to per-

form as expected. For example, wind systems produced just 45 percent of industry electricity generation

projections in 1985 This poor performance of many U. S.-made turbines opened the door for the entry of

large numbers of Imported turbines, totaling some 40 percent of the cumulative Installed capacity as of

1990 These foreign turbines—largely Danish in origin—were noted for their heavier and high-quallty

construction and their high reliability.

1 The business tnvestmen[  tax cred(t  for certain energy properties was enacted under the Energy Tax Act of 1978 (Publlc Law

95-61 8)
2 This was estabhshed under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

3 As state taxes are deductible the effect of this tax credit Is reduced

d This was followed by a drop to perhaps 90 percent of avoided cost over the remammg (20) YearS of the contract At the ‘nd ‘f ‘he

10 years avoided cost payments covered operations and maintenance and other costs and returns
5 Alan J Cox e! al Wnd  Power n Callforma A Case Study of Targeted Tax Subsldles, ” Regulatory Choices A Perspectwe on

Developments In Energy Po/Icy, Richard J Gilbert (ed ) (Berkeley, CA Unwerslfy of Callforrva Press 1991), p 355

6 Ibid p 349
7 Susan Wlllams  and Kevin Porter, Power P/ays Profdes of America S /ndependenf  Renewab/e E/ectrlcdy Developers (Washing-

ton DC Inves!or Responslblllty Research Center 1989) Estimates of the number of manufacturers and developers active at some
level vary widely and are sometmes  much higher For example some estimate that more than 50 manufacturing companies and 200

development companies were mvoived m wnd  development in the early 1980s See Jan Hamnn and Nancy Rader, /nvesong m ?he
Fufure A Regu/atork Gude to Renewab/es (Washington, DC National Assoclaton  of Regulatory Utlllty Commlssloners,  February

1993) p B-27

(continued)
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Federal and state tax credits were significantly reduced beginning in 1986, This led to a winnowing of

wind system manufacturers and developers and sharply slowed the rate of installation. Just eight develop-

ers Installed wind turbines in 1988, for example, and about two dozen are now active at some level. Six of

these—Cannon Energy, FloWind, Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, New World Power, SeaWest, and Zond—ac-

count for about three-quarters of total installed wind capacity in the United States.8 Manufacturers went

through a similar winnowing process, with just one large U.S. manufacturer—Kenetech-U.S. Windpower—

and several smaller manufacturers/project developers—including Zond, FloWind, Cannon Energy, and Ad-

vanced Wind Turbines—now producing or developing utility-scale turbines.9 Work continued throughout

this period, however, with continuing gains in cost and performance, Federal RD&D support, in partnership

with private firms, have enabled U.S. wind companies to take the global lead in wind turbine technology,

cost, and performance, but these firms continue to struggle in international markets, where most sales are

now occurring.

Overall, the history of the development of the wind power industry has both negative and positive as-

pects. On the negative side, at least one detailed analysis Indicates that more was spent to develop wind

technology during this period than was necessary or efficient.10 ” Using tax and rate incentwes, in effect, to

support RD&D, and Installing many poor performing machines was not an efficient means of developing

and commercializing wind energy technology. Tax-based financing also sometimes resulted in year-end

Investment decisions, making planning and manufacturing difficult, On the positive side, a cost-effective

and environmentally friendly technology has been developed and a viable industry is beginning to take

shape, in part due to favorable tax and rate treatment that allowed the industry to get started,

8 Randall Swisher, American Wind Energy Assoclatlon, personal comrnunicahon, Aug 25, 1994

9 Others include Atlantic Orient, Wmd Eagle, and Wmd Harvest

10 Cox et al Op clt fOOtnOte 5

have more difficulty attracting capital than well-
established competitors.

UTILITY FULL FUEL-CYCLE
TAX FACTORS
An analysis done for OTA examined taxes—in-
cluding both federal and state income taxes, sales
taxes, fuel taxes, property taxes, and taxes on la-
bor—across the entire fuel cycle of fuel extraction
and supply, fuel transport, and utility genera-
tion.36 It included the embedded taxes on capital,
labor, and land directly involved within each of
these activities. Capital, labor, and land taxes in

secondary industries were not separately consid-
ered. This analysis included modeling of the fi-
nancial structure of each of these entities and
consideration of construction costs and how they
are included in the ratebase.

Two utilities were modeled using data provided
by specific east and west coast investor-owned
utilities. Table 6-5 summarizes the results of this
analysis for each of the fuel cycles. This table
highlights several issues. First, taxes on upstream
coal and the development and transport of the nat-
ural gas supply are a relatively small portion of the
total fuel-cycle taxes; most of the taxes occur at

36Thi~ section primarily draws on tie work of Da]]as Buflraw  and Pallavi R. Shah, Resources for the Future, ‘iFiscal Effects of Electricity

Generation Technology Choice: A Full Fuel Cycle Analysis,” report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment, March 1994.
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Location
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the powerplant either directly or as embedded for closed-loop biomass and wind are reduced to
taxes on, for example, labor. Second, RETs gener- levels in the range of those now enjoyed by natural
ally face somewhat higher taxes per kWh of elec- gas (see table 6-5). The REPC, however, is sched-
tricity generated than either coal or gas,. if the uled to end in 1999, after which facilities will
benefits of the REPC37 for wind and closed-loop again face higher taxes. Renewable such as hydro
biomass arc not included. With the REPC. taxes and solar thermal also face much higher taxes per
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kWh than coal or natural gas in some cases. (Pho-
tovoltaics would face much higher taxes than con-
ventional systems as well. but were not modeled
here. ) Third, there is considerable variation be-
tween the eastern and western cases in individual
tax components and the overall tax rate, and be-
tween particular technologies.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT SUBSIDIES
Two recent studies of direct and indirect federal
and state subsidies of the energy industry are sum-
marized in table 6-6.38 The studies agree on most
subsidies.39 Many of the disagreements result. .
from differences in defining a “subsidy,” as noted
in table 6-6. 40 Subsidies may influence the choice
of generation technology in the short term and
over the long term.41

The direct and indirect federal supports across
all energy systems. including electricity, may total
somewhere between $10 billion to $20 billion per
year. On a unit energy basis these levels of support
may make a difference in the choice of technology
only within a narrow range of costs. For example.
the Alliance To Save Energy estimates that about
60 percent of their total listed in table 6-6 goes to
the electricity sector or—assuming a median val-
ue of $20 billion—roughly $12 billion. Dividing
by the 2.8 trillion kWh generated in 199242 gives a

total of about 0.4¢/kWh. 43 or about 10 pcrcent or
less of the cost of electricity generated by new gas
and coal units (see table 6-5 ). This subs id} may af-
fect the choice of generation technology within
this narrow band of costs, but will probably not
have much direct impact on the choice of technol-
ogies that are outside this range.

The single-year snapshot of supports shoun in
table 6-6 does not reflect the historical importance
of such supports in creating an industry over time.
It also ignores the high leverage that RD&D-spc-
cific supports can have on technological develop-
ment. Such supports have a cumulative impact.
encouraging a host of private as well as other pub-
lic investment and contributing to a cycle of in-
creasing performance and decreasing unit costs.
This strengthens a technology’s compctitive ad-
vantage. Cumulative direct supports for conven-
tional energy technologies are in the hundreds of
billions of dollars.

44 Over time this has had and

could continue to have a substantial influcncc on

the course of the energy industry.

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY
There are many risks and uncertainties in powcr-
plant finance, construction, and operation. Some
of these are explicitly considered as part of the
powerplant financing process and arc incorpo-

3XU  S Dcpartnlcrlt  of ~nergy,,  ~nergj [n f~mla[ion A~nlini\[r~(ion, [“cderul ~-ncr<q)(  S14h.\IdICpS.”  []lrc<’1  UIl(/ /tldlrCC  / /tlf(’r\  f’fl[l~)fl$  [fl ~~rl~’r,q>’. .

Murkcrs, Report SR EMEU 92-02  (Washington, DC: November 1992);  and Dougla\  N. Koplow,  F’cdcrui  Ene/,v> Suh\/t//c\: l~ner,<~,  Eni rr{))E
men~ul. and t’/,\cu/ /rr]pucf.\ ( Wa\h ington. DC: Al I iance To Save Energy, April 1993). Earlier reports  include Biittcl IC Pac i tic N“orthw  CSI I.abor:i-
tory, An Ana/)I\/  \ {jfl--cderal  lnccrul~  e.j 1‘seal T() S//rnu/a(e  L-net-g? Prmiucrion,  Report PN’L-2410 RIi\r,l  1 ( Rlchland, W’A Fchiuar’}  1982).

WNote how ~~~r [hat d] fferent  base  yedrs are use~.

~~ere i ~ much dcbti[e  ~} [0 w hethcr acce]era[ed ~eprecl~ti~n ] } a ~ub~idy. Re,gardles}  of  how I t IS dCfIIVJd.  I t dtWS rrpr~’~~nt J l~lrg~ [.1~

expenditure. Section 3015 of EPACT  directed the National Academy of Sciences  to anul)  ze energy subsldics, but action ha~ twcn dcl.ij cd M](I
altem atik e effort~ arc being com idered.  This work w il 1 hopefully resoli  e some of the~e  Iingcring differcnce~.

~ 1 whether ~ pfl~icultir  fa~[or  1} defined to be a subsidy is not of concern here.

.$zu s Depafi,,len[ of ~-nerg} Energy  lnform~(ion Administration, Annual  ~“nerg}’  Re~ 1~’~~’,., /992, Report DOE EIA-03W92  ) {W’a\hin~[(m,

DC: June 1993).

~~Thl\  nla} be ~ub~[:ul[ial]}  more significant lf. in fact, most of the subsidy goes  to a narrow jet of fuel c} clef  Or If the p~irticul;ir  f’u~l  c} ~le.
\upported  ha~ c:iptured little of the rnarket-~uch  QS the embr>onic photovol taic~ indu~[r).  In fact, how Cl cr. mo~~ of lhi~ ~upport  SOCI  to com
\ entional fossl I and nuclear fuel cyc Ies which generate most of the power. Consequently, this i \ a rcawnahlc  ak crage  \ alue  tor  the dI  w u~~mn
here, without rewtlng to differentiating the specific fuel cycles to which funding is applied.

+$~or e~:~n]p]e, one detai]ed anal~ Sis found  direct SUppOrf\  a]one for coal. oil, natural gas,  nuclear, and clcctricit~ to bc SW) bllllon f I ‘~~~~s).
between 191 t! and 1978.  See Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, op. cit., footnote 38.
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Bureau of Reclamation power projects

DOE waste management

Power Marketing Administrations/TVA

Tax exclusion for electric coops

Tax-exempt bonds for pollution control
equipment

Percentage depletion benefits

Alternative fuel credit (methane from
coal seams)

Alcohol fuels excise tax exemption
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Passive loss restriction exemptions for
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177-321 The total Iisted here for EIA does not subtract excise taxes in excess of

current Iiabilities as done by EIA in their summary total They are Included here
because these can be thought of as prepayments of future Iiabilities. Also, several
categories, such as the Price-Anderson Act and Uranium Enrichment Services
Investment costs are included here but are not Included in the EIA total EIA
summary estimates of subsidies are $5 billion to $10 billion, which is
approximately the same as that Iisted here when the Price-Anderson Act, Uranium
Enrichment amortization, and other subsidies are subtracted and when excise
taxes m excess of current liabilities are subtracted

212 -360 The EIA estimate of $5 billion to $10 billion does not Include amortizing historic

uranium enrichment or other investment, the Pnce-Anderson Act, and others as
noted above, and subtracts excise taxes going to general revenue

—
]Prlnclpal  disagreements are pnrnarlly the result of d~flrnlncj what IS ~rm whaf  IS not a sub>ldy

L~vc11ue5  that were  qu~r~tlfled,  but  nol  Included  In I he rw~fall estimate Of ~ubsldl~~  by FIA

KEY ASE Alliance To Save Energy, BLM - BLJreau o! Land  Man.] q~ment DOE L) S Department of Fnprgy  EIA  Energy Ir)tormatmn F+(~rIllnl:tr,]t]:1r7 N A  = nOt  i3Vdllc~b]C Or r)(l! COr)Slder~(j c1 SLJt) Jdy

wtthln the report R&D research arm development TVA T~nncss~e  Valley Authority

NOTE Export-Import Bank supports for the export  (J! errerqy  technologl~s  were Included by ASE bu! F 1A cunsder?d them to tv? a trade nwasure Althouqh thes~ bel[)  c;upporl  U S ener(]y tt’chnolrx]y

manufacturers they were not included here  For  other dlft~rcn( es see  Ihe  source materials Also note that no estlmdte of the m:rgy subs Icjy cornporw>nt  of M Iddle East m!lllary  d lpl OrT1.i[ IC or ad

support IS included  No costs for the regulatory controls as$ocl~t~d  w!lh public health and safety are Included Fstlmatps of these values range widely

SOURCES U S Department of Energy Energy Information Admmstratlon Tederal Energy Suhsldles Dlr@3  and Indirect Interventions In Energy Markets SR EMEUK12-02 November 1992 and

Douglas N Koplow Allmnce To Save Fnergy ‘ Federal Energy Subsldles Energy Fnvlronmental and FIscd Impacts April 1993

—
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rated in the  cost of capital  and various  financial ar-
rangements. These include the risks of not
completing construct ion on time or on budget, and
poor technological performance. These arc con-
sidered in the financial packages negotiated by
NUGs and affect their access to and cost capi-
tal .45 For utilities, cost overruns may not he recov-
ered if the investment is not deemed prudent and
can affect their cost of capital.

Certain other risks and uncertainties, however,
may not be fully considered in utility planning or
electricity costs. These inciudc the risk of fuel cost
incrcascs, which arc largely passed through to
ratepayers by fuel adjustmcnt clauscs;46 long-
term liabilities for waste disposal or large-scale
accidents; 47 and the risk of capacity not matching
demands. The utility planning process and elec-
tricity markets can be distorted in favor of generat -
ing options that entail risks passed directly to
ratepayers and taxpayers rather than being incor-
porated in powerplant planning or the cost of gen-
erated electricity. Conversely, to the extent that
other technologies—such as certain RETs—are
not credited for their ability to avoid these risks,
the planning process and electricity markcts can
be distorted against them.

RETs also face various risks. depending on the
technology. These include premature technical
failures due to the relative immaturity of the
technology, day-to-day variability in wind find so-
lar resources, and rare but significant shortfalls in

resources due to natural disasters. Technological
risks and the day-to-day variability of the renew-
able resource arc generally fully considered in the
design, construction. and financing of renewable
energy plants. These risks, however, are generally
born by the technology developer (if a NUG) rath-
er than being passed through to the ratepaycr or
taxpayer.

Rare events may not be adequately accounted
for, however. For example, the volcanic eruption
of Mt. Pinatubo injected large quantities of sulfur
dioxide into the atmosphere, reducing beam radi-
tition to the Earth. Coupled with other weather ef-
fects, overall power production from the solar
trough thermal power-plants at Kramer Junction in
southern California was reduced by 30 percent in
the winter and spring of 1992. Total insolation (di-
rect plus diffuse) such as would be used by non-
concentrating flat plate photovoltaics, however,
was affected much less---declining roughly 5 per-
cent.48 EI Niños or other weather events may simi -

larly change wind patterns and reduce the output49 The Midwest floods dir-of wind powerplants.
ing the summer of 1993 might likewise have re-
duced the harvesting of biomass energy crops.
And, of course, droughts may affect hydropower
plants or biomass growth.

Such events are rare and the maximum impact
in these cases occurred over no more than a year or
so. In the most sensitive cases. they r-educed pow-
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| Fuel Cost Risks
Fuel costs will continue to be variable.51 Gas
prices may bc strongly influenced  in coming years
if there is an economy wiclc-electric utilities, in-
dustry, buildings. transport---move toward gas as 

| Liability Risks
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sumed by taxpayers but are largely unrecognized.
These include the potential liabilities from site
contamination and the associated cleanup COStS.57

Since these concerns affect conventional fossil
and nuclear fuel cycles to a much greater extent
than most RETs. taking them into account could
benefit RETs when energy technology choices are
made.

| Demand Risks
Demand risk is that associated  with constructing a
powerplant that turns out to be unnecessary for a
long time after completion due to slower than pro-
jected demand growth. This risk is particularly
significant when constructing large, long lead-
time powerplants. Unless the investment is
deemed imprudent, the costs to the utility (even if
the plant is built by a NUG) are largely passed
through to ratepayers.

A variety of analytical methods are being de-
veloped to determine the value of demand risks.
Of these, options valuation appears to be one of
the best suited at this time.

58 Some leading u t i l i t y

executives expect it to be an important planning
tool. 59 Options valuation is an analytical tech-
nique used to value the costs and benefit of wait-

ing to make a large irreversible investment.
During the delay, additional information on the
need for capacity expansion, fuel costs, technolo-
gy performance, and other important variables
may change the economics of a particular choice.

Including these costs may significantly alter
the choice of generation technology. RETs benefit
from such considerations as they tend to be small,
modular, and quickly installed. They can therefore
be added as needed to meet demand growth.

Conventional technologies and strategies are
also being adapted to such demand risks. For ex-
ample, gas turbines tend to be relatively small
(100 MW), modular, and quickly installed. Fur-
ther, construction can be phased, in which a sim-
ple-cycle gas turbine is first installed, followed by
construction of a combined-cycle system as de-
mand grows. Ultimately, an integrated gasifica-
tion system may be added so that low-cost coal or
biomass can be used.

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS
Crediting the environmental benefits of RETs
compared to fossil fuels in energy planning and
pricing could better reflect some advantages of
RETs compared to fossil fuels. Recent efforts to

57F~r ex:imp]e ;1 rewr( b~ [he Su~onlrllj((ee on (hersight and  Investigations, House Committee on Natural Resource\ found that (ens of

[houwnd~  of’ ~ites—including  mine sites,  oil und gas wells, and waste disposal sites (many not energy -related)—do  not now comply with env i-
ronmcntal standards and may be contaminating surface an~or  groundwater. The federal government may carry  the risk of cleanup if the opera-
tor defaults or declares bankruptcy. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Oversight
and Ink e~tigations. “Deep Pockets: Taxpayer Liability for Environmental Contamination,” Majority Staff Report, July 1993.

~8Ft)r dcm;llld. ~ide ~pp] i~:ltions, see Eric H irs[, “DO Utility DSM Programs Increase Risk’? ’’E/ec~ricir]~c~urnu/,  Mtiy 1993, pp. 24-3 l; and
Eric Hirst,  “’Flexibility Benefits of Demand-Side Programs in Electric Utility Planning,” The Energ,y .Journal,  \ol.  11, No. 1, January 1990. For

supply  -de tippl i cations, see Enrique O. Crousillat, World Bank, “Incorporating Risk and Uncertainty in Power System Planning,” Industry and
Energ} Dcptirtmcnt  WorLing Paper, Energy Series Ptiper  No. 17, June 1989; Enrique Crouslllat and Spires Martzoukos,  World Bank, “Decision
Making Under Uncertainty: An Option Valutition  Approach to Power Planning.” Industry and Energy Department Working Paper, Energy Se-
rie~ Paper ,No. 39, Augu\t 1991.

S%.Net~ Fngland  F]ectric CEO Calls for Compt?[ltlve  Measures, Environmental ‘~e!”’
-. Electric Po)tcr Alert, Jan. 5, 1994, p. 26.
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quantify some of these environmental costs (see
table 6-7) have been examined by OTA in a sepa-
rate report.60

Some 25 states now consider environmental
costs in their electricity sector planning and opera-
tions either qualitatively or quantitatively, and
other states are considering doing So.61 At the fed-
eral level. section 808 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 requires the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and the Environmental
Protection Agency to quantify and report to Con-
gress the net environment] benefits of RETs
compared to nonrenewable energy and to model
regulations for incorporating such benefits in the
regulatory treatment of RETs.62

Federal policy has established minimum stan-
dards to protect species and ecosystems. Recently,
interest has developed in the use of market mecha-
nisms to most efficiently allocate resources to
meet these standards, even creating mtirkcts—
such as SOX tradeable emissions permits under tht
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990---wherc nec-
essary. Such approaches may also be applicablc to
other environrnental costs associated with energy
use.

Global warming. however, presents additional
difficulties. Although there is growing scientific
consensus that global warming will occur. it is not
known with precision when the impacts will oc-
cur, what form they will take, or how they will be

~~(  ~e~e i \\uej  ~re explored \epara[el}  in ~ background  rep~~ done w i Lb in th i~ a\\e\\nwnt  of RET\ U.S. ~’ongre~s. Ofii(’e Of TcChllt~l  ~ I u \.
A\\e\\n~ent,  SrIfdIe\  c~~fhc En\ Ironmcnru/  Co.\rJ of Elecfrlclt?, OTA- ETI - 134 (W”iishlngton,  DC: U.S. Government printing  Otf;cc,  Scpt~lllt>~’r

. .

1994). See al\o:  Oak Ridge  National Laboratory  and Rew)urce\  for the Future, ..E-,l,S.-E~’ I;uc] cycle Study Background 1>ocunlcnt tt) the ,11~-

pr[xich and I\\ue\..’  ORN1. NI-2500.”  November 1992; D.E. Jones, L-n)lrmmtn]{ll  E\tcrHIIIIIIc.\,  ,4N O~cr\ic}\  (~fThc(jr~  (~r~(l Pr(i( r~(, 1:1’f<l

CL” EN-7294 ( Palo Alto,  CA. Electric Power Re\earch  Institute, May 199 I ); Richtird  L. Ottingcr  et al.. Enl lronnwnfui  Co\I\ ~~/l;/ctfrIIII\ ( NL’N
York, NY. Occana publlcatlon~, Inc.. 1990): Olav Hohmeyer,  S~x/u/  C’o.\r.\ (~ Encr,vv  C(v~.\~/n~pflon  (New }rort..,  NY Spr]ngcr-\’crlaS.  198X}. J,
Koomcy, Lawrence Berhele}  Labomtory, .’Comparative Analy\is of Monetary Estinlutci  of Extcm;il Envlronrnental  Co\t\  A\wxlatcd i+ Ith
Combustion of Fowil Fuel\,” LBL-283 13, July 1990; and Andrew  Stirllng, .’Regu]~ting  the Elcc[rici[y Supply lndu~try  by Jra]ulng E311J  Ir(m

mental Effects HOWI Aluch  Is the F.mpemr Retiring’)” Fufure\, Dcceniwr 1992, pp. 102-$- 1[)47.

~~ IOffice of Technology  A\se\\nlent,  ibid.

6~Sec, e.g.. Federal Energy Regulatory Commi~sion, Report  (m Sccr[on 808 Rcn(\t  (ihl(’ )Cn(rg] and L’ner<~? C(m.\er\ [III(UI  ln((’rItI\  ( $ of tli(

Cl(Ian A/r Act An~endrnen/\  ~f/ 990 ( Wa~hington,  DC: December 1992):  and Mar-k Chupka and Da} id Howarth, Rcnc)i  able }~lc(rr{i G1 N( I{]
ri~)n: An A.\ fcj fnwnt of Air P[)/lu[l{MI Prctcn/~on Polen/lul  (Washington. DC, U.S. h~]ronmental  Protection A:encj,  Nlarch  1992).
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distributed at the local and regional level. Global
warming thus represents the kind of environmen-
tal externality that policy makers are least able to
deal with: it is very long term---occurring over
many decades to hundreds of years; the impact is
very uncertain even though potentially severe; b3

and it involvcs things that are difficult to value,
such as the survival of particular species.

For the most part, RETs are benign environ-
mentally. In particular, their operation does not
emit regulated pollutants or greenhouse gases.b4

Development of RETs might be viewed as a low-
cost policy against serious environmental uncer-
tainties, especially since many RET applications
will also be economically beneficial.

APPROACHES TO
COMMERCIALIZING RETS
A variety of supports has been provided over the
past two decades to accelerate commercial adop-
tion of RETs. These have contributed to the rela-
tively rapid increase in the use of certain
technologies such as biomass, geothermal, and
wind (see box 6-2). Federal commercialization
supports for RETs currently include accelerated
depreciation, investment tax credits. and the
REPC. These are summarized in table 6-1. These
supports can help relatively mature technologies,
but have much less impact on the commercializa-
tion of technologies that are higher cost. Even
with these supports, RETs are not expected to
make a major contribution to U.S. electricity sup-
plied in the next two decades if present trends con-
tinue. For example, the Energy Information
Administration projects RET electricity genera-
tion will increase from 11 percent of the total in
1990  to 13 percent in 2010 (see chapter 1 ).65 If
commercialization of RETs is a goal, the follow-

ing steps could help deal with some of the chal-
lenges discussed above.

Competitive bidding and
green competitive set-asides

As generation markets continue to open, competi-
tive bidding is likely to play a more important role
in these markets. As currently practiced, however,
bid selection criteria may not fully credit some of
the benefits of renewable. All-source bidding
selection criteria could be modified to value more
carefully such factors as the risk of fuel cost in-
creases and environmental impact.

In evaluating some of these factors, however, it
may not be possible to assign precise values that
are widely accepted, or to design a single set of all-
source bidding selection criteria that fairly cons id-
ers all technologies. It may therefore be preferable
for utilities to solicit bids specifically for certain
technologies.

Such technology-specific set-asides could be
designed to provide an increasing market demand
for each set of technologies over a period of years,
providing developers a more certain market and
allowing them to scale up manufacturing and re-
duce prices. The growth in such set-aside capacity
could be chosen to bring a particular RET down its
cost curve to a fully competitive market position.
It would be necessary to ensure that such technol-
ogy and manufacturing improvements and price
reductions actually occurred, however, and that
the set-aside did not simply provide higher mar-
gins to manufacturers.

66 It is also necessary to en-

sure that utilities are not encumbered with a large
number of high-cost contracts, especially if retail
wheeling is introduced. Thus, technology-specif-
ic set-asides can support commercialization of
even less mature RETs without excessively bur-

~~ ~See, C,:,, LT, s, congress, office of Technology Assessment, Preparing for an Uncerlain Climate, OTA-O-567, OTA-O-568 (Washington,.
1>(’: LI.S.  (iokernment Prinling Office, Oc[ober  1993).

~~JThe  ~onlbu~lion  of biom~~s &XS release carbon dioxide, but that is balanced by the uptake of growing plants. Thus, the full biomass  cYcle

cm be operated on a wstainable basis.

~~s~ii  does reprc~en[,  however, an increase in nonhydro generation from roughly 50 billion kwh in 1990  to 170 billion kwh  in 2010.

66 D011dId w’. Aitken, “su~[ained  orderly  Development,” Solar Zxiay, May/June 1992, pp. 20-22.
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Incentives to purchase RETs

Most utilities have little or no incentive to pur-
chase RETs or to purchase RET-generated elec-
tricity from NUGs rather than conventional fossil
power: whatever source of power is used, the util-
ity earns the same return. Regulatory changes to
allow a slightly higher rate of return for the use or

pur-chase of reasonably cost-effective rcnewables
would provide incentive and help utilitics gain ex-
perience with RETs while reducing fuel cost risks

to ratepayers and environmental impact.75 As an
example, the Wisconsin Public Service Commis-
sion recent1y granted regulated utili ties the right to
provide their shareholders an additional return of
0.75¢/kWh for power generated by wind, photo-
voltaics. or solar thermal plants over 20 years for
projects brought online between 1993 and 1998.76

Although this is primarily a state regulatory issue,
federal policy might play a supporting role.

Although they appear to have significant po-
tential to support RETs, these strategies—green
competitive set-asides. green pricing, or stock-
holder incentives---arc too new for any significant
conclusions to be drawn as to their effectiveness in
practice.

Federal taxes

Current federal tax incentives for RETs, such as
accelerated depreciation, investment tax credits,
and pduction credits, reduce federal tax burdens
on RETs depending on the particular incentives
and RET. As discussed above, however, the tax
burden per kWh on many RETs remains higher
than that for coal- or gas-powered electricity gen-
eration. For wind and biomass, which are compet-
itive or near-competitive with fossil systems, tax
incentives may have a significant influence on
their market viability. However, the REPC of
1.5¢/kWh is limited to facilities in operation by
1999, which does not allow time for most biomass
systems. with their 3- to 7-year growth cycles (for
woody crops) to get established.

Tax policy has had a significant influence on
the development of RETs such as wind (see box
6-2). Government incentives intended to help re-
newables, however, have also on occasion had the
perverse effect of hurting them. For example, un-
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Front-loaded capital costs of RETs
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ity or in the cost of electricity, Therefore, the po-
tential of RETs to offset these risk pass-throughs
may not be adequately valued by planners, reduc-
ing the likelihood that these RETs will be chosen
when new capacity is planned. More analysis
could help understand these risks, determine
means of valuing them, and understand how risk
pass -throughs influence financial markets and the
choice of generation technologies.

The federal government could work with states
to examine fuel adjustment clauses in particular
and the impact these have on the choice of genera-
tion technologies. Mechanisms to adequately ac-
count for the risk of future fuel price increases in
generation capacity planning could be developed
and implemented. Initial work on this is under
way in Colorado79 and elsewhere. Environmental
cleanup bonds, trust funds, or other funding mech-
anisms could be examined to determine their abil-
ity to recover long-term environmental cleanup
costs from energy industries and companies.so

Tax benefits that could affect the choice of a fuel
cycle could be based on minimizing environmen-
tal impact.

State governments could incorporate environ-
mental externality costs in their utility planning
efforts or direct] y in electricity y costs, and state reg-
ulators could encourage utilities to consider envi-
ronmental impacts when deciding which
generating units to operate.8] Although these are
primarily state issues, the federal government
could support such efforts through information
programs, the development of appropriate analyt-
ical tools, and further analysis of the social costs
of energy use. Proposals to base state and/or feder-
al electric sector taxes on emissions. potentially

including greenhouse gas emissions, rather than
profits or sales could be examined for potential ef-
fectiveness, costs and benefits. equity impacts, or
other consequences. Some studies have indicated
that shifting from corporate income taxes may
have positive benefits in the longer term.82

Structural change
The potentially negative impact of changes in the
electric power sector on RETs, discussed at the be-
ginning of this chapter, might be addressed by the
use of sectorwide policy tools, rather than utility-
specific regulatory interventions. For example,
the valuation of fuel cost risks and environmental
costs, and corresponding use of technology-spe-
cific set-asides for both utilities and NUGs, may
ease some of the conflict inherent in limiting such
costs or controls to regulated utilities alone. Such
electricity sectorwide policy tools could be con-
sidered at both the state and federal levels.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has outlined a variety of chal-
lenges—structural, financial, tax, risk, and com-
petitive-–that face commercialization of RETs in
the electric sector. These challenges will likely
preclude many cost-effective applications of
RETs under current policies. A significant RET
industry is beginning to develop with a portfolio
of maturing as well as immature but promising
technologies. The considerable experience that
has been gained builds confidence for the indus-
try’s future. Policy experience is also developing.
More effective commercialization, if done wisely,
can lead to increased growth and widespread
benefits.

79shin,on  Awcrbuch,  ‘“~lr~~[  TestinlonY, ‘“ ln~c.~flgution  into (}IC De\elopmcn[  of Rules Con~crn\ng lnlegru[ed Re.\ource  Plunnlng, Colora-

do Public Utilit} Commiwion  Docket 91 R-642EG, February 1992.

~(lsce,  e.g., Hou~c  comn~i(tce on Natural Resources, op. cit., fOOtnOte  57.

x I S[ele Bemo~  e[ ~i[,, .FuII.c{)~I Di\p~[~h:  ln~orpor~[ing  EIIY  ironmen[a]  Extemalitie\  in Electric System Operation,’”  The Elecfricif}Jour-

nal, March 1991, pp. 20-33.
~JM()$~oy  i(~, op. cit., footnote 75; Robert Repetto et al., Green F.ee.r: HoM’ u Tax Sh/ft Cun Work fbr the Environment and rhe Economy

(Wii~hington,  DC: W’orld  Re\ources  Institute. No\ember 1992); and Dale W. Jorgenson and Kun-Young  Hun, “The Exce\s  Burden of Taxation

in the United States.” Journal ()/’At”t~)~/nll)~(s, Audi[ln,~, and J“inunce,  vol. 6, No. 6, fall 1991.
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| What Has Changed?
International interest in renewable energy technologies (RETs)
has increased over the past decade. Environmental conccrns-
due to acid-rain damage to forests in Europe. the Chernobyl nu-
clear accident in the former Soviet Union. and possible global
warming, as well as ongoing concerns about future fossil fuel
prices and supply reliability—have generated a strong push in
Europe to find alternatives to nuclear- and fossil-based elcctricity
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U.S. and Canada

n Western Europe and Japan

Lower mlddle-mcome developrrg countnes

tization: others arc searching for ways to cooper-
ate across many aspects of their operations. What-
ever form European utilities take,2 there are likely
to be additional opportunities for using RETs
within them.

In developing countries, current levels of elec-
tricity use are very low (figure 7-1 ) and the de-
mand for electricity is growing rapidly. 3

Estimates of the market for power generation
equipment in developing countries are typical] y in
the $1 -trillion range over the next 10 years, or an
average of $100 billion per year;4 the market
could grow much larger in the longer term. Invest-

ment and operational expansion at this level poses
great difficulties for many inefficient or heavily
subsidized state-owned electric utilities. In re-
sponse, many developing countries are opening
up their electricity sectors and beginning to
encourage private investment. Use of RETs in
distributed utility applications may offer opportu-
nities to improve power sector performance.

Despite large investments. many people in
many rural areas of developing countries are un-
likely to be served by conventional electric utility
grids for many years; the cost of transmission and

distribution grid extension is too great. Similarly,

~Andrcw  Holmes, “E\ olution tind Dc-Evolutlon  ofti European Po~er Gricl,”  L’lc{  fr[t~[j~~~~i)r~i~l,  October 1992, pp. 34-47.  See dx)  Edward

Kuhn tind Richard Gilbert, “International Comparisons of Electricity Regulation.” 17th International Con fcrcnw  of the lntemational A\so~i;i-
(ion O! Energj Economists, Stay unger, Norua>,  May 1994.
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| Potential Roles
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Year

1979

1980

1981
1982
1983

1984

1935

1 9 8 7

1 9 8 8

1989

i 991
1992

United States
European United

Italy France Union Switzerland Kingdom
— .

—
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World United States Japan Europe Rest-of-World
—

Year Mw MW ‘?/0 MW ‘?!0
— . .

15

20

20
23

36
45
4 8 5
45..2

3 5 3

3 5 3

361

3 6 0

3 2 5
2 8 5

MW ‘?!0 MW %0

0 3 0
0 8 0
1.40
3 3 0
3 6 0
3 4 0
4 0 0
4 5 0
6 7 0
790

1020
13.40
1640
1655

9
15
17
15
14
15
154
154
197
197
2 1 9
2 4 2
2 8 3
2 7 3

0 1 0
0 3 0
0 8 0
1 40
2 3 0
2 8 0
3 0 0
400
4 7 0
500
4 6 0
4 4 0

1
1
3
6
9

10

9
10

10

9
8
7 2

United States, for example, design improvements
and better operations and maintenance regimes
have resulted in availabilities of up to 97 percent,
compared with 20 percent in 1981 (see chapter 5).
Turbines have been simplified and the numnber of
moving parts has been reduced. This has cut down
on maintenance requirements and has enhanced
lifetimes while reducing manufacturing costs.

overall, Europe appears to be gearing up for
largc-scale deployment of wind turbines in the
war term. Plans for installing some 4,000 MW of
wind capacity by the year 2000 have been an-
nounced. 11 The large-scale deployment of tur-
bines will permit further economics of scale in
manufacturing and operations.
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Act of 1992 provides a 1.5¢/kWh production tax
credit for wind-generated electricity, Subsidies
have been used by Denmark and Germany in the
form of stable power purhase prices, paying 85
and 90 percent of the retail price of electricity, re-
spectively. In England. power purchase rates have
been set at very attractive levels for certain peri-
ods, which has accelerated installations dramati-
cally.

| Country Programs and Market Share

Photovoltaics

other activities taking place in many countries. A
number of foreign firms have also recently pur-
chased U.S. PV producers. In March 1990, for ex-
ample, Siemens A.G. of Munich purchased
Atlantic Richfield Company’s ARCO Solar. 15

This gave Siemens nearly 50 percent of U.S. pho-
tovoltaic shipments in 1992. In March 1994, Eba-
ra Corporation of Japan purchased majority
control of Blue Ridge Industrial Development
Group, a spinoff from Westinghouse Electric that
was commercializing dendritic web silicon PV. 16

In July 1994, Mobil Solar Energy Corporation, a
Massachusetts-based producer of ribbon silicon
PV cells, was sold to Angewandte Solarenergie
GmbH of Germany, a joint venture whose parent
companies include Daimler-Benz A.G. and the
largest electric utility in Germany, 17 In November
1994, Solec International] was purchased by Sumi -

tomo and Sanyo of Japan. 8 Together, these com-
panies accounted for about 63 percent of the PVs
manufactured in the United States in 1993 (see
table 7-3).

The issue of “who is us” has appeared repeated-
ly in discussions of international competitiveness.
Closely related is the question of the extent to
which benefits-jobs, earnings, training, intel -
lectual property-of federal assistance go abroad.
whether transferred by a U.S. firm operating or
sourcing offshore or by a foreign firm operating in
and receiving benefits from the United States. 19

Maintaining U.S.-based production of PVs will
likely require significant RD&D and investments
in advancd automated production facilities, par-
ticularly as PV-production increasingly becomes
a commodity production process.

I $The ~i,, rcelllcllt 14 :1~ :u]IIOUI)CC’d  In nlid 198[).  SLY R]chiird hlc’(’ormch,& “SIenKn\ Snare\ Arco  Solar,” .Vc\\  T(@mology  Week. Aug. 7.

1989.
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Company 1987 1988 1989 1990

United States
Siemens Solar

Solarex

Solec International
Advanced PV Systems

Astropower

Ussc
Mobil Solar/ASE GmbH

Entech

Other (Chronar)

Total

Japan
Sanyo
Kaneka
Kyocera

Talyo Yuden

Sharp
Hoxan
Fuji

Matsushita

Other
Total

Europe
Deutsche Aerospace
BP Solar Systems
Naps France

Cnronar Wales
Photowatt (France)
Eurosolaire (Italy)

Helios (Italy)
Isophoton (Spain)
Siemens (Germany)

RES (Netherlands)

Other

Total

Rest-of-World
CEL (Indua)

Sinonar (Taiwan)

Heliodinamica (Brazil)

Reil (India)

Bharat (India)

UDTS/HCR Algiers

Venergia (Venezuela)

Other
Total

NA not  avaiable

4 2

2 9

0 3

0 3
005

0 9
865

4 8
165
1 3
12
1 5
1 5
0 5

0 7
132

0 8
1 3

1 0
0 4
0 3
0 2
0 2

0 3
4 5

1 2

0 5

0 4
—

0 7
2 8

5 5

3 2

0 6

01
0 4
01

1 2
11.3

4 8
2 2
1 7
1 3
0 8
0 8
0 5

0 7
128

1.3
1 3
1 0
0 9
0 8
0 4
0 3
0 2
0 2

0 4
6 7

1 3

0 5

0 4

0 8
3 0

6 5

5 0
0 9

0 2
0 5
0 0 5
0 3
0 6 5

141

4 8
2 4
2 5
1 5
1 0
1 0
0 1

0 9
142

1 2
14
0 7
0 7
0 8
0 8
0 8
0 3
0 4
0 4
0 4
7 9

1 3

0 6
0 5
0 4
0 3
0 3
0 8
4 0

7 0

5 4
0 9

0 4
0 6
0 0 5
0 0 3
0 4 2

148

4 9
2 5
4.5
1 6
1 0
0 8
01
0 6
0 8

168

1 7
1 4
0 6
0 6
1 5
1 0
12
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 6

102

1 4
0 6
0 6

0 5
0 4
0.3
0 3
0 8
4 7

1991 1992 1993

9 0
5 6
1 2
0 2
0 4 5
0 2
0 2
0 0 3
0 2

171

6 0
31
5 8
1 6
1 0
0 8
01
0 8
0 6

198

21
2 2
1 0
0 2
1 8
1 5
1 5
0 5
0 8
0 5
1 3

134

1.4
0.4
1 0

0 5
0 4
0 3
0 3
1 0
5 0

9 0

5 7
1 3
0 8
0 6
0 3
0 3
0 0 5
01

182

6 5
3 0
51
1 6
1 0
0 6

1 0
oil

188

2 6
3 5
0 6
0 0
2 0
2 6
2 0
0 6
0 6
0.8
11

164

1 5
0 4
0 5
0 5
0 8
0 3

1 0
4 6

125

6 5

1 3

0 5
0.9
0 5
0 2
001

22-1

6 2
2 2
4 8
1 6
1 0
0 4

1 0
0 0

173

2 6
4 5
0.5
01
1 7
3 2
1 0

0 5
0 5
0 5
12

166

1 8
NA

0 5
NA

1 0
NA

NA
NA

4.4
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In general, the major PV RD& D programs have
similar goals. all of which are aimed at producing
PV modules and equipment that are cost-effective
in the broadest array of’ applications. In addition,

activitits that faci1itatc PV tcchnology and market
developmcnt have been adopted. many of which
arc not included in a country RD&D budget.
These include demonstrations. government pur-
chases, market subsidies. low-interest loans, and
tax incentives. Such facilitating support activities
differ widely among countries and are examined
below. Japan, Germany, Italy, and others offer
more aggtrddivr supports than does the United
States in many respects.

Wind
In 1992, European utilities and developers
installed some 225 MW of wind capacity, while
only 5 MW was instulled in the United States.zo

Europeans, either privately or through electric
utilities, are investing $300 million to $500 mil-
lion per year in wind cquipment and associated
services, not including research and development
( R & D ) . 21 More recently. several U.S. utilities
have shown increased interest in wind energy.

In general, the goals of the wind RD&D pro-

grams are similarly focused on cost-efective
wind turbine development and deployment, but
emphases vary. Japan, Sweden, Canada, Italy, and
Belgium have financially supported exploitation
of the wind resource primarily as an R&D activity.
In contrast, the United Kingdom, Dcnrnark, the
Netherlands. and Germany have attcmpted to
stimulate the market by subsidizing turbine instal-
lations and paying a premium price for- power pro-
duced. The U.S. program is balanced between
both approaches. Wind energy RD&D budgets arc
listed in tuble 7-4.

It is now useful to examine country-specific
programs in more dctail. U.S. programs arc dis-
cussed in chapter 5.

JAPAN22

Japanese R&D of new and altermative sources of
energy has taken place under the framework of the
Sunshine Project initiated in response to the first
oil crisis. In 1993, the Sunshine Project was com-
bined with, among others, the Moonlight Project.
which focused on energy conservation technolo-
gies, and the Research and Development Project
on Environmcntal Technology, which focused on
reduction of carbon dioxide (COz ) and other emis -
sions, to form the New Sunshine Project.

The New Sunshine Project includes three ini-
tifatives 23:
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Year United States Japan Germany Italy Denmark Netherlands United Kingdom

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

31.4

2 6 5

3 1 6

25.8

167

8 5

8.8

9 1
11 1

21.4
2 4 0

1 5
15
15
2 0
3 2
2 0
2 0
2 9

31
6 5
7.7

180

160

129

12,9

12,9

135
2 5 0

29.5

2 9 5

168
2 2 2

1.5 6 2
1 9 8.5
2 3 9 6
5 3 9 7
9 6 13,0

155 13.0

2 4 5 155

304 200
30.4 20,0
33 Oc 19,6
330 19.6

1,0
4,5

8.0

8.0

8 0

8 0

8.0

8 0
7 6

6.0

6.0

3.3
7 6

12,0

177

2 3 6

2 3 6

2 3 6

2 5 8

27.3

2 8 9
3 2 6

5.3
7.1

9 0

9 5

9 5
10.0

100
195
2 5 5
15.8
15,8

alnclud{rg test stations for Germany the Netherlands the Untted States, Italy, and Denmark

bCEC . Commlss,on of the European Commumtles Includes budgets for both the Directorate General for Science, Research and Development and
the Directorate General for Energy

cAccord’og to Dan Ancona o! the U S Department of Energy, these figures may Include some double counting of funds due to protects falling behind

schedule Thus, the actual budget may be overstated for 1992 and 1993

SOURCE Ted Kennedy and Cbrlstlne Egan International Actlwtles  Supporting Wind and Photovoltalc  Energy, ” report prepared for the Office of
Technology Assessment Nov 8 1993

1. the Action Plan for the Prevention of Global
Warming-focused on C0 2 reduction and an
increase in the pace of development and ap-
plication of alternative energy technologies;24

2. research under the New Earth 21 Program—fo-
cused on technological development and in-
ternational cooperation on energy and
environmental issues;25  and

3. the Applica(iom in Neighboring Developing
Countries Program—focused on collaborative
research and application, including support for

feasibility studies, design, installation, opera-
tion, and evaluation of renewable energy and
environmental technologies in less developed
countries.2b

The total budget for the New Sunshine Project
through 2020 is $11.5 billion.27

Photovoltaics  have been a major focus of Japa-
nese efforts. Although, the budget for PVS under
the New Sunshine Project declined from $53.5
million in 1991 to $51.8 million28 in 1992, the

2~Ne~ Sun$hlne  ~ogram  HeadqUanerS,  Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, “Comprehensive Approach to the New Sunshine

Program Which Supports the 21 st Century—Sustainable Growth Through a Simultaneous Solution of Energy and Env konmental Constraints,”

Sun.rh/nc Journal, No. 4, 1993; and Hisao Kobiyashi, “PV Status and Trends in Japan,” paper presented at Soltech 1992, Albuquerque, NM,
Feb. 10-12, 1992.

~5New  Sunshine Program Headquarters, op. cit., footnote 24.

2bNobuaki  Mori, “Collaborative R&D Program on Appropriate Technologies—Contribution To Reducing Constraints on Energy and En-
vironmental Technologies in Developing Countries,” Sunshine Journal. No. 4, 1993,

27 Yoshihiro  Hamakawa, ‘“New  Sunfhine  Project and Recent Progress in Photovoltaic  Technology in Japan, ” UNESCO Solar Energy Sum-

mit, Paris, France, July 1993; and Ichiro  Tansawa, “Broad Area Energy Utilization Network System Project—Eco Energy City Concept,” Sun-

shine Journal, No. 4, 1993.

2~One reviewer reP~s  a separate  eitima[e of $48.1 million, based on a budget of 6.1 billion yen for “solar power” quoted in Joint publica-

tions Research Service, Foreign Broadcast Information Service, JPRS-EST-92-037-L,  May 7, 1992, p. 46. and a conversion rate of $0.007888
per yen in 1992. Linda Branstetter, Sandia National Laboratory, personal communication, April 1994.
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overall PV budget will increase as a result of new
spending by the Agency of Natural Resources and
Energy of $9.7 million on initiatives to facilitate
“public use.” In recognition of the importance of
reducing balance of system costs, roughly 16 per-
cent of the 1992 budget is aimed at systems-level
development, including BOS components such as
inverters, batteries, and mounting systems. The
world’s most comprehensive dedicated testing fa-
cility for grid interconnection of distributed sys-
tems-consisting of at least 100 small (2-kW)
arrays-is at a site on Rokko Island.29

The New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO),30 funded by
the New Sunshine Project, established a Photo-
voltaic Power Generation Technology Research
Association (PVTEC) in November 1991. This
semigovernmental agency has 26 members repre-
senting a broad range of Japanese industries.
PVTEC encourages collaborative R&D among
member companies as well as with other private
sector, government, and academic institutions.
PVTEC’s programs focus on production technol-
ogy of advanced PV cells; production technology
of amorphous PV cells; superhigh-efficiency PV
cells; research and analysis on commercialization;
and investigation of the trends of industry and
technology in photovoltaic power generation,

supporting research, and other activities. PVTEC
also seeks to be a major base of effective R&D
overseas, working in close cooperation with for-
eign organizations.31

Japan has implemented major financial subsi-
dies for photovoltaics. A 7-percent tax credit has
been established for enterprises installing PV sys-
tems.32 MITI had a fund of $3.7 million in FY

1993 for individuals installing home PV systems
to obtain loans at a rate of 4.55 percent for 5- or
10-year terms.

33 An installer of a “model plant”
(interpreted to mean power installations, not
manufacturing facilities) may receive a subsidy of
up to 50 percent of the installation cost. In 1992,
the government set up an institution to finance PV
installations at public facilities such as schools at
two-thirds of the total project cost. A budget of
approximately $6.5 million was reported for FY
199234 and $3 million for FY 1993.35 Japan has
also announced a plan to install four model plants
in developing countries.3b

MITI is also planning to support up to two-
thirds of the cost of residential systems. The pro-
gram goal is 1,000 homes the first year and up to
70,000 by the year 2000.37 Some $39 million of
the MITI FY 1994 budget was requested for this
program. The 3-kW systems will be grid con-

29 Dan Shugar, Pacific Gas and Electric Co., personal communication, 1993.

30NED0  was ini[la[ed in 19go  in reswnse  10 the second oil crisis. It is responsible for intensive and effective promotion of, and is subsidized

by, the Sunshine Pro&ct.  In 1991, NEDO’S responsibilities were expanded from a strict energy security focus to include environmental security.
See Takashi  Goto, “’Photovoltaic  R&D Program in Japan (Sunshine Project),” paper presented at the Sixth International Photovoltaic  Science
and Engineering Conference Proceedings, New Delhi, India, Feb. 10-14, 1992, p. 521.

31 pho[ovo][aic power CJeneration Technology Research Association, “Aiming at a Major Base of Research and Development of Solar

Cells,” Summary Sheet, n.d.;  Seiji Wakamatsu, Photovoltaic  Power Generation Technology Research Association, slide presentation, n.d.

32. LNEDO SupW~s  Field Test program,” IVEDO New’sletrer,  August 1992.

~~Kiyoko Matsuya,llu,  NeW,  Energy  and 1ndustria]  Technology Development organization, personal Communication to Ted Kennedy and

Christine Egan, Meridian Corp., June 1993.
MNEDO sup~~s  Field Test Program, Op. cit., footnote 32.

35 Matsuyama, oP. ci(.~ footnote 33.

‘bPaul Maycock, “Japanese Plan for Global Warming Stimulates Major PV Initiatives,” PV News, vol. 11, No. 5, May 1992.
~7Fore1gn  Brc)adc~s[ Information Service, “MITI To Subsidize Household Solar Power Generation Systems,” Puci’c  Rim Economic Re-

~’ie}t’, vol. 2, No. 18, Sept. 8, 1993, p. 7, citing Nihon Keizal Shimbun,  Aug. 22, 1993.
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nected, with excess energy sold back to the utili-
ties.38 If the 70,000-home goal is achieved, it
would represent four times current worldwide
annual production. Firms with access to this mar-
ket would benefit hugely from economies of scale
and learning.

Beginning in April 1992, utility companies
were directed by the Japanese government to al-
low grid interconnection39of 
systems such as photovoltaics, wind turbines, and
fuel cells and to purchase their excess power. Pri-
vately generated renewable energy is purchased
by the utility at the highest marginal price paid by
the user for power. This ranges from approximate-
ly 16¢ to 24¢/kWh.40 Utility companies have set a
goal of 2.4 MW and 150 sites, including rooftops,
offices, and technical centers, by 1995.

Japanese development of wind systems has not
been as aggressive as that for PV. About 23 wind
turbines, totaling 3.2 MW, were designed and
installed from 1982 through 1991 in Japan. Total
capacity additions for the country are expected to
be about 3 MW by 1995, and another 7 MW be-
tween 1996 and the year 2000, for a total of 10
MW. Practical R&D is conducted by NEDO and
more theoretical research is performed by the Me-
chanical Engineering Laboratory. Resource as-
sessment work has identified more than 20 prime
wind resource sites within the country. Mitsubishi
has, however, exported about 700 of its 250-kW

machines to the United States, most of which were
installed in California.

EUROPEAN UNION41

The European Commission (EC) programs for
RD&D in renewable energy are conducted by the
Directorate General for Science, Research, and
Development (DG XII) and the Directorate Gen-
eral for Energy (DG XVII). The major programs
arc JOULE II (focused on R&D and emphasizing
photovoltaics, wind, and biomass with a total al-
location of $70.8 million42 for 1991 -94) and
THERMIE (focused on demonstration and with a
budget allocation of $424 million from 1990 to
1992 and a proposed budget of $181.8 million
from 1993 to 1994). The Commission provides
direct financial support on a cost-shared basis of
up to 50 percent of project costs for R&D and up to
40 percent for demonstration.43 ALTENER is a
recently proposed program under the direction of
DG XVII intended to focus on barriers to the de-
velopment of renewable energy .44

U.S. industry competition within the European
Union has in the past been constrained by EU
directives that allow public purchasers in four
sectors (water, energy, transport, and telecommu-
nicate ions) to reject bids that have less than half EU
content by value. Furthermore. if purchasers con-
sider non-EU bids. they are required to give a

3xPaul  Maycock, “Japan Mount\ 27 Year Conwn  atmn  and Energjr l%).” PL’ Ve}i.s, L o]. 1 I , No. 10, October 1992.
~~Kobiya~hi, op. ~1(,, foo~o[c 2A.
4) Mat\uyan1a, op. cit.. footnote 33.

4 !Former])  the Eu~o~~n  &-ononlic Commun]t}, the name w m changed in ,No\ ember 1993. This wction IS prinlari]y drawn  from Kennedy
and Egan, op. cit., footnote 10.

A2Comm1\\lon  of the Euro~an  Communities,  Directorate General XII for Science, Research and Development, “Non-Nucicar  Energy

(JOULE 11) 1991- 1994,”  Information Package, pp. 10-1  I; and Wolfgang Palz, ‘“Thc  European Community R&D program on Photot  oltaics.”
paper presented at the l[)th European Photolo]taic Solar  Energj  Confcrcncc.  Li\borl, Portugal. Apr. & )2, 1991, p. 1369.

43..~e  ~uro~m conlnlur~l[~  and Wind Energy.” \t’/nd D/rctr/on.r, \ol, 1 I , No. 3, w inter 1991-92.

Q’$-’ReneWab]es  Could  Benefit from EC Tax on COJ Output, ” }~’~n(l  Errcrlq})  \k’c[’k/}’, ~U~. k ‘?J,  ] 992; “~uropean Cdrbon Dioxide Target Needs

To Triple Renewablcs  USC.” .Solur l.et(er, vol. 2. No. 18, Sept. 4, 1992: and  ‘“Europe Geti ~lean Aw dy,” W[mi P<)\t er ,V(MIthl>,  Yol.  8,  No. 9 ,

September 1992.
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3-percent price advantage to goods and services of
EU origin.45 The latest round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) address-
es some of these issues and commits signatories to
follow a set of rules specifying open, nondiscrimi-
natory procurement practices. It should be noted
that EU directives do allow for equal treatment to
be negotiated bilaterally or multilaterally.46

DG VIII (Development Fund) implements an
international development program with activi-
ties in developing countries. The projects have
included photovoltaic water pumping and electri-
fication with $1.7 million in funding from the
EC.47 Donor country contributions, primarily
from Germany and France, have increased the val-
ue of this program to U.S. $10 million to $20 mil-

lion. In 1989, a project was initiated within the
THERMIE framework to install PV pumping sys-
tems and other small-scale applications for use in
the Sahel region of Africa. More than 1,300
pumps powered by 600-W to 3.5-kW PV arrays
with a total PV capacity of nearly 2 MW were to be
installed beginning in 1992. The EC contributed
$39 million for this program.48

The EC RD&D objectives with regard to wind
energy are to identify the Union’s resources and to
develop design and testing methods with a focus
on large machines. Current expenditures are about
$4.85 million per year.

The EU is considering a Europe-wide carbon
tax on fossil fuels in order to reduce C02 emis-
sions. Thus far, only Denmark has passed legisla-
tion enacting this type of tax, although several
other countries such as Germany, the Netherlands,
and Italy have considered similar measures. The
renewable energy industry in Europe could bene-
fit from a tax on C02 emissions. It should be
noted, however, that European prices for electric-
ity are often substantially higher than those in the
United States without any carbon tax. For exam-
ple, the price for electricity in the industrial sector
in 1991 was 8.8¢/kWh in Germany compared
with 4.9¢/kWh in the United States.49 This allows
RETs to be fully competitive at a somewhat earlier
point in their development path.

To preserve competition within the European
Union, implementation of a carbon tax is contin-
gent on the introduction of similar tax measures
by other OECD member countries. 50 Oil export-

45u.s. Intema(ional Trade Commission, The Effects ofGreater  Economic Integration Within the European Community on the Uniled States,

USITC Publication 2204 (Washington DC: July 1989).

%u.s. International Trade  Commission, The Eflects  of Greater Economic Integration Within the United States: Second Fo[/ow’-up  Report,

USITC Publication2318 (Washington DC: September 1990); U.S. lntemational  Trade Commission, The Eflects of Greater Economic lnregra-

tion Within the European Community on the United States: Fifth Follow-Up Repor/,  USITC Publication 2628 (Washington DC: April 1993).
QTPa]Z,  Op. cit., footnote 42.

48M.s. Imamura  et a]., Photo}ro//aic System Technology:  A European Handbook (Brussels, Belgium: Commission of the European  Com-

munities,  1992).

49u.s. Congress, Offlce of Technology Assessment, Industrial Energy Eficiency,  OTA-E-560 (Washington, DC: U.S. GoVemmem prlntiw
Offlce, August 1993).

5@’ Renewables  Cou[d Benefit from EC Tax on C02 Output,” op. cit., f~tnote  44.
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ers to the EU have threatened retaliatory trade ac-
tion if the community pushes ahead with this
proposal. 51

DENMARK 52

In 1973, Denmark was 99-percent dependent on
imported energy supplies, mainly oil. As a result
of new energy policies, Denmark’s annual gross
energy consumption is lower now than in 1972,
and its dependence on imported oil is less than 50
percent of the energy supply.53 The Energy 2000:
Plan of Action for Sustainable Development now
serves as the foundation of Denmark’s energy
policy.

54 Its goal is to reduce energy use and at-
mospheric emissions by 2005 by reducing energy
consumption by 15 percent, C02 emissions by at
least 20 percent, sulfur dioxide (S02) emissions
by 60 percent, and nitrogen oxide (NOX) emis-
sions by 50 percent. Use of renewable energy is
expected to double. As part of this goal, the gov-
ernment has committed to further promotion of
wind power. The plan estimates an installed ca-
pacity of 1,500 MW in 2005, corresponding to 10
percent of the expected electricity consumption .55

Installed wind power capacity in Denmark is
currently between 670 and 730 MW; wind power
supplies approximately 2.3 to 2.6 percent of its to-
tal electricity.

56 Wind energy development ‘n

Denmark has followed two paths: the develop-
ment of small wind turbines through private ini-
tiatives on an individual or collective basis, and
the development of large wind turbines and wind-
farms by Danish utilities.57 PV is not a major fo-
cus of the Danish renewable energy program.

The Danish wind energy program was initiated
in 1977. Government support for R&D has been
limited. The RD&D program is funded by both
the Ministry of Energy at $1.6 million/year and
the Ministry of Industry at $2.4 million/year.  Most
of the support has gone to the Riso Test Station,
with a small portion allocated to universities and
miscellaneous RD&D projects. The overall Dan-
ish wind program during the 1980s cost about $95
million. 58 The Danish government has opted to
pursue direct market stimulation in the form of
subsidies rather than implement an extensive
R&D program.

The private sector has contributed significantly
to the development of wind technology, and rough
estimates suggest that total private contributions
toward wind development are of the same order of
magnitude as government programs .59 Additional
support is provided by the utilities.60 In December
1985, Danish utilities entered an agreement with
the government to develop 100 MW of wind pow-
er capacity by the end of 1990; the 100-MW goal

s I“EuroWan  ofilcla] Raps U.S. Stance on Carbon Dioxide,” W/rid Energy  Weekly, vol. 11, No. 493, Apr. 13, 1992, p. 4.

sz~l$  section is primarily drawn from Kennedy and E.gan, op. cit., footnote 10.

s~Finn Godtfredsen,  “wind Energy planning in Denmark, ” paper presented at the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) s~cial

Topic Conference on [he Potential of Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, Sept. 8-11, 1992.

sdDanlsh M1nis~  of Energy, “Energy 2000--A PlaI-I of Action for Sustainable Development,” April 1990;  and ibid.

55JenS Kr, vesterdal, “Experience With Windfa~s in Denmark,” paper presented at the EWEA Special Topic COnfeRnCe  on the potential Of
Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, Sept. 8-11, 1992.

S~Birger T, Madsen, “The Danlsh  Wind power Industry, ” paper presented at the Wind Power 199 I Conference, 1991, p. 82; Godtfredsen,

op. cit., footnote 53; and ibid.

sTVilhem  Momp-pedersen  and Soren pedersen, “Windfarrn Projects Joint Ventures Between a Danish Utility and Private Cooperatives,”

paper presented at the EWEA Special Topic Conference on the Potential of Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, 1992.

sx’’Renewab]e  Energy  is Key Part  of Global policy, DaneS say,” Wind Energy  Week/j, vol. I 1, No. 480, Jan. 13, 1992, pp. 3-4.
sYDanlSh  MlnlS~ of Energy  wind Ener~}, in Denmark:  Research and Technological De\elopmen~  (copenha~m,  Denmark: 19W).

b~lbld.;  DmlSh  Mini\tV of Energy, “~ve]opment  of Wind  Energy  in Denmark,” paper  presented at the world Renewable  Energy COngreSS

11, Reading, England, Sept. 13-18, 1992.
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was achieved by the end of 1992.61 In March
1990, the Danish Parliament asked the utilities to
develop an additional 100 MW of installed capac-
ity by the end of 1993.

Until the end of 1990, Danish utilities bore 30
percent of the cost of grid connection for private
wind turbines with a ceiling of $54.50/kW
installed. 62 A new approach requires that the
sometimes substantial costs of reinforcing the
grid due to connection of new windmills be paid
by the electric utility companies, while the cost of
connecting to the grid be covered by the wind
powerplant owner.

63 This has been controversial.

For a time it appeared that the utilities would be
successful in shifting more of the cost of grid con-
nection back onto wind turbine owners, and re-
quiring them to pay 65 percent of the costs of
strengthening the grid, if necessary. It appears that
the owners’ association has prevailed in this battle
since reports indicate that the cost of grid connec-
tion has been made the responsibility of the utili-
ties. b4

Danish wind energy incentives were intro-
duced approximately 10 years ago. Initially each
wind turbine erected by private companies re-
ceived a government payment of 30 percent of
capital costs. This subsidy was reduced gradually
as the costs of wind energy declined, and it was
discontinued in 1989. Under this payment pro-
gram, approximately 2,500 wind turbines with a
total capacity of 205 MW were installed.b5 In late
1992, a new subsidy program to stimulate invest-

ment in wind power was initiated. The program
guarantees private turbine owners a buyback rate
equivalent to 85 percent of the pre-tax price at
which local electricity companies sell power to
customers, and it obligates utilities to purchase the
power.66 The wind power purchase price ‘ill av-

erage 6¢/kWh.b7

Denmark has an energy tax levied at 4.9¢/kWh.
Until May 1992, this tax was refunded to renew-
able energy power producers in the private sector
at a level of 4¢/kWh. The tax relief was structured
so as to reflect avoided costs.b8 The value of the
electricity tax was added to the payment that own-
ers of wind turbines received for supplying wind-
generated electricity to the grid.b9 Electricity
produced by wind turbines owned by electric utili-
ties was not exempted from taxation.

A private individual or group of individuals
pays taxes only on income from the sale of those
wind power kilowatt-hours generated in excess of
domestic consumption of electricity with a
10-percent margin.

70 Private turbines receive a
grant amounting to 4.3¢/kWh as part of a C02 tax
package, replacing the refund of a standard elec-
tricity tax described above. According to a press
release of the EC, the combined guaranteed buy-
back rate and the grant “will give windmill opera-
tors an average subsidy of around 55 percent of
building and operating turbines.” Altogether,
$19.7 million was channeled to turbine operators
by the program in 1992.71

~1 Intematlonal Energy Agency, Wind Energy  Annual Report (Paris, France: 1992).
bzAndrew carrad, EUrOpean  Wind Energy Assochtion, “Time for Action: Wind Energy in Europe,” October 1991.

63 EuroPan  Commission, “Commission Approves Price Support for Wind Power,” press release, Sept. 30, 1992.

64,.  Minis[er  Ru]es  Against  Sing]e  Turbines  and for Grid connection Charges,” Wind Po\ier Monthly, vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.
bsAmericm Wind Energy Association, “European Wind Energy Incentives,” Feb. 19, 1992.

66 EuroWan Commission, op. cit., footnote 63.

67*, Deve\oFrs  wait  Anxiously  for Brussels Approval Of New Regulations,“ Wind Po~\er  Mon~hly, vol. 8, No. 8, August 1992.

6~Ganad, op. cit., footnote 6*.

69 Dm1sh  Minis~y  of Energy, Op. Cit., footnote 54.

To] bid.; and Gamad,  op. cit., footnote 62.

7 I European COmrnission,  op. cit., footnote 63.
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Shareholders in wind plants also reclaimed the
value-added tax (VAT) paid on their power of 22 to
25 percent in 1992. Private owners of turbines
supplying power directly to their properties could
not reclaim the VAT.72

In 1990, the Danish government, in coopera-
tion with Danish wind turbine manufacturers and
two Danish financing companies, created a pri-
vate company called Danish Wind Turbine Guar-
antee to offer long-term financing of large projects
using Danish wind turbines. Financing periods
depend on project value and run from 8.5 to 12
years. The Danish program will guarantee repay-
ment of loans on Danish wind turbine projects for
a 2.5-percent premium added to the interest on the
debt, for up to 20 percent of the financed amount.
The price of the guarantee is built into the cost of
the wind project. The guarantees are underwritten
partially by the government and partially by the
limited-risk shareholder company set up to ad-
minister them. The company’s share of the capital
is $6.38 million, and is supported by a guarantee
of U.S. $110 million from the Danish government
and income from sale of the guarantees and in-
terest earned on investment of the shareholder
capital .73

This loan guarantee program significantly re-
duces the risk in selecting Danish units for a wind
plant. If the units should become uneconomical to
operate in the future, a company could shed the
added debt service burden. It is an attractive tool
to boost export sales and has been used by the
American company Zond on a recently completed
project in California.

74 This financing is not avail -

able within the EU, however, due to the EU deci-
sion that it was a form of unfair competition .75

In the early 1980s. wind turbine sales were
based primarily on a subsidized home market.
During this time, the Danish wind industry was
characterized by more than 20 small companies
producing 55-kW wind turbines. As of 1989, there
were six significant manufacturers of wind tur-
bines (see table 7-5). In the mid-1980s, exports
became important. Danish wind turbines have
been installed in 30 countries around the world.
The market distribution of Danish wind turbine
exports in 1990 was California, 64 percent; Ger-
many, 19 percent; Spain, 5 percent; India, 4 per-
cent; Netherlands, 3 percent; Sweden, 2 percent;

76 By the end of 1991> ‘oreand others, 3 percent.
than 8,300 Danish wind turbines with a total ca-
pacity of approximately 840 MW had been
installed abroad.77 Development assistance for
wind energy projects, usually tied to Danish
equipment, has been offered by DAN IDA (Danish
International Development Agency) to various
developing countries including India, Egypt, Chi-
na, and Somalia.

FRANCE 78

RD&D in renewable energy is the responsibility
of the Agency for Energy and Environment Man-
agement (ADEME), which funds and coordinates
R&D with programs undertaken by industrial
partners and other public organizations. For ex-
ample, in collaboration with the state-owned util-
ity, Electricity de France (EdF), ADEME is
sponsoring a program for 20 isolated homes to
generate electricity from photovoltaic panels and/
or wind turbines. The FY 1993 renewable energy

72’’ Danes Use Carbon Tax TO Pay for  Wind,” Wind Po\t)er A40nrhly,  Y’O].  8, No.  6, June 1992.

TsMadsen,  op. cit., footnote 56”

741bid.
75see ibid; and ,,If YOU cm’[ ~eat Thenl Join  T’hem,” wind po}~er  M{)n//l/l,  \IO],  ~, No,  } , January 1992.
76 Mad~en, Op, ~i[,, foo[note 56: Danish Ministry  of Energy, Op. Cit.,  footnote 59.

TTGodtfredsen,  op. cit., fOotnOte 53.

78Th1s  section is Prlmarl]y drawn from Kennedy and Egan,  op. cit., footnote I ().
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Turbines produced
Manufacturer Country through end of 1989

US Windpower
Mitsubishi

Vestas/DWT
Micon

Bonus

Nordtank

Danwin

Windworld

HMZ/Windmaster
Nedwind-Bouma

Nedwind-Newinco
Lagerwey
Holec
MAN

Enercon
MBB

Elektromat

HSW
WEG
WEST
Riva Calzoni
Ecotecnia
Voest

United States
Japan

Denmark
Denmark

Denmark

Denmark

Denmark

Denmark

Belgium/NL
Netherlands

Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands

Germany

Germany

Germany

Germany

Germany

United Kingdom
Italy

Italy

Spare
Austria

3,500
500

2,800
1,600
1,250
1,100

300
102
269
58
68

125
19

321
35
29
15
9

27
35 (end of 1991)
50 (end of 1991)

NA
NA

NA = not available
SOURCE A J M van Wik et al , W/rid Energy Status, Constraits and Opportunities (L0ndon,England World Energy
Council, Study Group on Wind Energy, July 1992), sitxth draft

budget was $18.7 million, a 15-percent increase
over the 1992 level of funding.

In France, PV is considered among the more
promising of the renewable energy alternatives for
rural electrification and remote offgrid applica-
tions. The year 1991 was a turning point for the
French photovoltaic R&D program with the start
of “PV20,” a new R&D program that has the fol-
lowing goals for the year 2000: a 20-percent con-
version efficiency for crystalline silicon solar
cells; $3.50/W (20 francs) as the installed price of
a 100-kW grid-connected plant that is assembled
and installed by the utility; a system lifetime of 20

years given basic maintenance; and 20 MW per
year manufactured in France. Under the frame-
work of PV20, an R&D program was initiated for
the 1992-96 period.

France has some excellent wind resources, but
its program is small. France expected to reach 5
MW of wind generation capacity by the end of
1993 and 12 MW by the end of 1994, and has set a
target of 500 MW by the year 2005.79 France has
approved construction of the country’s first com-
mercial wind powerplant. Electricity de France
has agreed to buy wind-generated electricity from

Wp~U1  Glw, “me Race for wind “ Independent Energj, July/August  1993, pp. 60-66
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independently owned turbines. EdF will now pay
an average of 6¢/kWh. EdF will also assist
ADEME in mapping the country’s wind resource
as well as identifying sites for future plants.

GERMANY 80

Germany spends more on renewable energy than
any other country in Europe.
budget for renewable energy
$216 million; this does not i
the states, which is substantial

In 1992, its federal
was approximately
include spending by
for some technolo-

gies such as wind energy, The national renewable
program is focused on solar, wind, and biomass
energy technologies, with a strong bias toward
PV. In 1992, the government spent $65.4 million
on RD&D in PVS

8 1 compared with $17.6 million
on wind. The government program is supplement-
ed by substantial state (up to 30 percent of a proj-
ect’s total cost in Bavaria82) and utility support, as
well as other financial support. This financial sup-
port includes credits/loans through the Energy
Savings Program and the Credit Program To Pro-
mote Community Investment: and the "Law on
Supplying Electricity to the Public from Renew-
able Energy Sources,” which requires public pur-
chase and compensation for electricity generated

by small wind or solar systems at a rate of at least
90 percent of the consumer price.83

The Law on Supplying Electricity has had the
effect of raising the national tariff for wind and PV
paid by the utilities, from 7¢~ to 11 ¢kWh.84 Com-
pensation at these rates is not required if it can be
proven to cause ”.. . undue hardship or prevent the
electric companies from meeting their federally
mandated obligations. Undue hardship exists if
the electric company must raise its prices signifi-
cantly above the market rate.”85

In November 1990, the federal government es-
tablished a goal of decreasing C02 emissions by
25 to 30 percent from the 1987 level by the year
2000, which couId stimulate the use of renew-
ables.86 A proposal has been introduced to initiate
a C02 tax on conventional energy sources; this has
been postponed pending development of related
initiatives by the EU.87

The German PV program is strongly R&D-ori-
ented but has begun to focus more on demonstra-
tion projects, which increased from 5 percent of
the PV budget in 1989 to 16 percent in 1991. The
“ 1,000 Roof’ program, initiated in 1990, is a dem-
onstration project that is expected to result in
2,250 systems of 1 to 5 kW capacity on roofs of

x(~ls \ectlon i~ ~ruw n prin)aril~ f rom Kennedy  and Egarl, op. ~It., footnote  1 ~.

~ IA, Rauber  and K, Wo]]ln.  “PhO[o\  o][al~ R&D in the Federal Republic of Germany,” paper presented at the 6th International photo~ oltaic

Science and Englneermg  Conference. New Delhi, India, Feb. IO- 12, 1992, p. 529.
\~.. Ba~laria  Takes  Up the C’halicnge. “ W/rid Potter  ,Vfomhl},  vol. 8,  No. 7, July 1992.

%~compn~atlon  for hYC]ropoW”  ~r, Illunlclpa]  solid  wai[e, and agricu][ura]  and forestry residues must be at least 75 percent  of [he  average rate.
per kilowatt-hour paid by con~umcri.

x~Germm Fcdera] M ini~tr}  of Rewarch  and Technology, “’Ltiw  on Supplying Electricity to the Public from Renewable Energy Sources
(Electricity Supply Law),” translation in summary  of German Go\ emment  Document No. 66090, Oct. 5, 1990; American Wind Energy
A\\oc iation, op. cit., footnote 65; and P. Mann et al.. ‘hThe 250 Mw Wind Energy Program in Germany,” paper presented at the Wind Energy

Technology and Implementation European Wind Encrg} Conference, Amsterdam, me Netherlands, 1991.

x~Germm Fcdcra] Mlni\tr} of Rcwarch  and Technology, op. cit.,  footnote 84.

~~~e  Cl[lzeni  group Germanw  a[ch  (e\[abl]\hcd to monitor German\ ‘~ action on env ironment  and de~ clopment  iwe~ ) rckmd  a study on

April 7, 1992. that ~tatcd that the countrj would fall \hort of \tated goals for reduction of COj emissions  and predicting that Germany will
achie~e  COj emlision cuti of onl~  10 percent by the j ear 2W5.  See “Germany Won’t Achieve Goal Environmental Group Says,” R’lnd L’nerg}’
~~ekf),  vol. 1 I. )S0, 494,  Apr. X), 1992.  pp. 5-6.

X7 Arrnjn  Rau~.r,  Fraunhofer  ]n~titu[e of Solar  Energy, persona]  communication to Ted Kennedy ~d Christine E~an. AII~. I ~, 199*.
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private homes. Participants receive a direct feder-
al subsidy of 50 percent in the western states and
60 percent in the new eastern states. Approximate-
ly 20 percent of the cost of the system is subsi-
dized by state govemments.88 A limit has been set
to a total subsidy of 70 percent of the system cost.
This grid-connected application also allows own-
ers to sell unused power to the utility at 12¢/kWh.
The program is accompanied by a comprehensive
measurement and evaluation program. The budg-
et for the “1,000 Roof’ program from 1990 to
1995 is approximately $55 million. This figure is
incorporated in the Federal Ministry of Research
and Technology (BMFT) annual budget figures.
As of January 31, 1992, this program was opened
to non-German manufacturers within the EU with
the appropriate business permits.89 Interest in the
program was very high, but reportedly moderated
in 1993.

The development of wind power has been sup-
ported by BMFT since 1975 through cost-shared
wind-related RD&D. Germany has a national goal
of 1,000 MW of installed wind power capacity by
2000. The installed wind power capacity at the
end of 1991 was 110 MW, which had increased to
333 MW by January 1994.90 BMFT provides

approximately 50 percent of the total cost of all
wind-related RD&D projects, with additional
funding provided by the states and the EU.91

These figures exclude the 250-MW demonstra-
tion program, which was reportedly allocated a to-
tal budget of$215 million.92 Wind also receives a
10¢/kWh incentive for grid-connected machines
and additional subsidies from several states. Other
initiatives are expected.93

Under the “250-MW” demonstration program,
wind installations are subsidized either through a
price incentive of 3.7@ to 5¢/kWh94 or a one-time
capital investment grant of up to 60 percent of the
facility cost.95 By May 1991, more than 2,300 ap-
plications for 4,200 systems with a total capacity
of 520 MW had been submitted.9G By the end of
July 1992, 545 turbines representing an installed
capacity of 89 MW were operating under the gov-
ernment program. Some 690 turbines had been
installed as of December 1992 under the program,
with a capacity of approximately 110 MW.97 As of
March 1993, expenditures for the 250-MW pro-
gram totaled $24.6 million.98

Special low-rate bank loans from two central
pools contribute significantly to wind power’s fi-

~8Germm Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, “Extension of Deadline for Applicants from the New German States for the

1000-Roofs Photovoltaics  Program,” press release, Jan. 31, 1991; and Rauber  and Wollin,  op. cit., footnote 81.

891bid.

90 Randy Swisher, Americ~  Wind Energy Association, personal COITMIIUnlCatiOIL  May 1994.

911n[emationa1  Energy  Agency,  Wind Energy Annual Reporr  (Paris, France: 1991).
gzln[emationa]  Energy Agency,  op. cit., footnote 61; “Guidelines for the Promotion of Wind Turbines Under the 250 MW Program ~d

Within the Framework of the Third Program for Energy Research and Technology,” translation in summary of the German Government docu-
ment, Feb. 22, 1991.

9~..New  ~ogram  in the pipeline! “ Wind Po\t’er  Monthly, vol. 8. No. 7, July 1992.

!MAn o~rator  of a stand-alone machine receives 5@/kWh for power consumed by the operator, and opemtors  Of @d-COnneC[ed turbines
receive 3.7@/kWh,  as well as the compensation paid by the utility equal to 10@kWh.  Payment of this incentive ceases when the sum of the

avoided electricity costs, electricity sales, and public subsidies (including those of the EC) reaches double what it cost to build the wind energy
facility.

95Mmn et a]., op. cit., footnote 84.

961bid.

97Ger-m~  Federal Ministry of Rese~ch and Technology, “Promotion of Wind Energy by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technolo-

gy,” translation in summary of the German Government document, March 1993.

981bid.
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nancial support. Kredistanstalt fur Wiederaufbau
and Deutsche Ausgleichsbank operate behind the
scenes to offer credit schemes for wind power de-
velopment, resulting in interest rates as low as 8
percent99 compared with standard rates of around
15 percent (as of July 1992; assumed to be the
nominal rate) or a rate subsidy of nearly half. Bor-
rowing procedures are simple, and loans often
come through faster than planning permission.
The bank assumes the risk in exchange for the 1
percent interest rate it levies. ’m

International development is supported under
the five-year Eldorado Program initiated in Octo-
ber 1991, which provides for wind and PV energy
projects in developing countries through invest-
ment subsidies with a maximum of 70 percent of
the equipment price. German-based manufactur-
ers and suppliers of plants and systems are eligi-
ble. 101 The subsidies are granted directly to the
manufacturer of the equipment rather than the
project operator, with the hope that the manufac-
turer will be more likely to protect its reputation,
and the reputation of the technology, by making
sure the project succeeds. 102 Transportation from
Germany to the site is subsidized 70 percent, and a
scientific measuring and evaluation program is
supported. 103 As of February 1993, six Eldorado
Wind projects with a total capacity of 4.5 MW had
been contracted with Chinese, Brazilian, Russian,
and Egyptian counterparts and one Eldorado Sun
project was supported in the Peoples Republic of
China, including four PV pump systems of 4.8
kW, four battery chargers without inverters (1.1

———
9gRates  are (~pica]]y 7 (0 7.5 percent, with a 1 -percent loan origination fee..
lfn+.Finmclal P~Ckaging,” W\nd Power Monthly, vol. 8, No. 7, July 1992.

I o I Geman  Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, “Guideline for the Promotion of Piloting Wind Power Plwm Under \’arious Cli-

mactic Conditions, ” tran4ation in summary of the German Government document, Oct. 23, 1991.

10Z..Seeking  New Horizons, “ wln<~pob,cr  ,}~onl}l~},  vol. 8, No. i, Jwuary 19~2

I ~J~Ge~an  Federa] M)ni\[ry  of Research and Technology. “The Eldorado Te~t and Demonstration of Wind iind Photo\ oltaic Systems  Un-
der Different Climactic Condition\,” n.d.; “Staying Power Needed To Reach El Dorado,” Wind Po}ter Monfhl], \ 01.8. No. 9, September 1992;
and “German Wind Power in Brazil,” Solur Energ> ln~elligence Report, vol. 19, No. 3, February 1993.

l~d~ls  section is drawn primarily from Kennedy and Egan,  op. cit., footno[e  1 ~.

kW), and 16 battery chargers with inverters (43.8
kW)

ITALY 104

In 1988, all the existing nuclear powerplants in
Italy were shut down and all plans for the
construction of new nuclear facilities were
halted. 105 Renewable energy is viewed as the
most plausible option for decreasing dependence
on imported fossil fuels and protecting the envi-
ronment. The Italian National Energy Strategy
(PEN) sets national goals for the installed capacity
of renewable energy. For PVs, goals of 25-MW
installed capacity by 1995 and 50- to 75-MW

l~s~e moratorlunl  ended in December 1992,  but it is unclear whether the indus[ry  will be revived. Branstetter,  op. cl(., f~)~mot~ 28.
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installed capacity by 2000 have been outlined.
When the goals were established in 1991, the
installed capacity was 3 MW. For wind power,
PEN has established a target of 300 to 600 MW by
the year 2000,106 with an interim goal of 60 MW
of installed capacity by 1995. 107 In December
1992, Italy’s wind generating capacity was
approximately 6 MW, another 14 MW were under
construction, and nearly 20 MW were expected to
be in operation by the end of 1993. 108

The Italian renewable energy program is a joint
effort of the Agency for Research and Develop-
ment on Nuclear and Alternative Energies
(ENEA) and the National Electricity Board
(ENEL). In 1989, ENEL launched a demonstra-
tion program including two major initiatives: test-
ing of Italian turbines and foreign turbines side by
side in a marine environment at the Alta Nurra test
site and in mountainous terrain at the Acqua
Spruzza test site; and development of two full-
scale windfarms (each equipped with 40 machines
supplied by Italian manufacturers), one in Monte
Arci in Sardinia and another at Acqua Spruzza.
ENEA carries out the bulk of the PV R&D activi-
ties, with a focus on research into innovative ma-
terials and devices. ENEL works with ENEA on
systems development and demonstration pro-
grams.

RD&D initiatives are supplemented by Law
No. 10 passed on January 9, 1991, which deter-
mined the use of renewable energy to be in the
“public interest” and provides for grants to public
authorities, private companies, and state organiza-
tions. For wind turbines or windfarms with a ca-
pacity of 3 MW, investment subsidies of up to 30
percent of the capital expenditure are available.
For PVs, subsidies of up to 80 percent of the capi-
tal expenditure are available for isolated houses.

l~American  Wind Energy Association, op. cit., fOOtnOte  65.

Demonstration plants in both technologies are eli-
gible for a 50-percent subsidy. 109 A similar subsi-
dy, limited to rural residences inhabited by those
engaged in agriculture, was contained in a pre-
vious law instituted in 1982. Significant results
came of this support, including the electrification
of 4,100 rural dwellings and a total installed ca-
pacity of 1,850 kW of PV systems.

In June 1992, the Interministerial Committee
on Prices passed a new law on the price paid by
ENEL for electricity produced by renewable ener-
gy. New PV equipment can now receive 20@ to
28¢/kWh, and new wind equipment can receive
14@ to 17¢/kWh. Payment is determined by
whether the power is dedicated to the grid or
whether only excess capacity is provided, and is
adjusted further for peak or offpeak production
and capacity factors.

NETHERLANDS11O

The wind energy program in the Netherlands in-
cludes RD&D supported by the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs through the Netherlands Agency
for Energy and the Environment. It also includes
direct funding of research institutions such as the
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation.

The Integral Wind Energy Plan (IPW), which
was in existence from 1986 to 1990, was the first
government program to engage in direct market
stimulation in the form of capital cost incentives
based on installed kilowatts. In 1989, the invest-
ment subsidy was between 37 and 45 percent of
the project cost, with a maximum of $600 to
$740/kW installed. In 1990, the subsidy was re-
duced to 35 to 40 percent, with a maximum of
$545 to $600/kW. In both cases, the percentage
depended on the nonprofit or for-profit status of

1~7*’lta]ian Federal Wind ~ogram  Begins TO Gather Momentum,” Wind Energy Weekly, vol. II, No. 525, ~c. 7, 1992, pp. 2-4.

Ioslbid.

l@G. Ambrosjni et a]., “Programs for Wind Energy Exploitation in Italy: A Progress Report,” paper presented at the Windpower 1991 Con-

ference, Palm Springs, CA, Sept. 24-27, 1991; “Renewable Energy Incentive Gets Approval,” Wind Directions, winter 1991.

I IOThis Swtion is drawn primarily from Kennedy ~d Egan, op. cit., f~~ote 1 ~.
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the company. An environmental/low-noise-pollu-
tion subsidy was offered in the amount of $55/kW
installed in 1989 and $27/kW installed in 1990. In
1990,$25 million was available through the IPW
program.

111 
A total of 127 MW of wind power ca-

pacity was installed under this program: 58 per-
cent by utilities, 24 percent in commercial
applications (including farming), 14 percent by
private investors, and 4 percent by family coop-
eratives. 112 Total wind capacity in 1992 was ex-
pected to be 130 MW.

In January 1991, the Application of Wind Ener-
gy in the Netherlands (TWIN) program was initi-
ated. TWIN is based on the official government
position developed in the Energy Conservation
Policy Paper and the National Environmental
Policy Plan, which together set ambitious goals
for energy conservation and supply diversifica-
tion. These include the development of 1,000 MW
of wind power by the year 2000, with $300 mil-
lion allocated to the first 400 MW, to be followed
by additional support for the remaining 600 MW.
A goal of 2,000 MW of installed wind power ca-
pacity by 2010 is outlined. Most of the funds for
wind power development are provided by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs ($22.29 million in
1992), and the Ministry of Housing, Physical
Planning and the Environment ($820,000 in
1992).

Technological development is conducted under
TWIN to ensure continuing product development,
with a goal of a 30-percent improvement in the
price performance ratio and an electricity cost of
14¢/kWh. Wind turbine owners in the TWIN pro-
gram receive a capital cost subsidy of up to 40 per-
cent as determined by the rotor swept area. A
bonus payment from the Environment Ministry is
offered for low-noise wind turbines 113 and for tur-

bines sited in specially approved, less environ-
mentally sensitive areas. Additionally, 50 percent
of the cost of feasibility y studies can be covered, up
to $31,250. Information dissemination, outreach/
education, assessment of the existing program
against international and market developments,
and promotion of international cooperation are
also conducted under TWIN.

The utility sector has developed an Environ-
mental Action Plan to install 250 MW of wind
power in the Netherlands in 1991-95. The eight
power distribution companies combined to form
an organization called the Windplan Foundation
with plans to construct most of the 1,000-MW
goal of the TWIN program. The objectives of
Windplan are the coordination of a combined in-
vestment program of 250 MW of windfarms with-
in the next five years, coordination of a purchasing
program for wind turbines, and support of the de-
velopment of wind turbine technology.]‘4 In addi-
tion, the utilities pay tariffs to turbine owners
ranging approximately from 6.8@ to 10.6¢/kWh
depending on the province. 1 15

The power distribution company for the Neth-
erlands provinces of Gelderland and Flevoland,
PGEM, has more than doubled the tariff it pays for
wind power to private owners of turbines up to 3
MW. Beginning in 1993 for a period of 10 years
the utility will pay new installations 8.8¢/kWh.
The new policy of PGEM apparently offers sup-
port to the Association of Private Wind Turbine
Owners (PAWEX). PAWEX is in the midst of a
drawn-out conflict with the Association of Dis-
tribution Companies (VEEN) over the tariffs paid
for wind power in the Netherlands. VEEN claims
that 3.5@ to 3.7¢/kWh, the equivalent of the cost of
fuel saved by the use of wind power, is a fair rate.

I ] ‘Joe Bcur\kens,  “Wind Energy in the Netherlands,” compiled for the 1990 Annual Report of the International Energy Agency, Large-

Scale Wind Energ} Conversion Systems Executive Committee, 1990.

11 ~Am~ri~an  Wind EnergJ A~\ociation, op. cit., footnote 65.

I I ~.prl~ ate DeYe]OPr\  Granted Larger Share of Subsidy cake,” Wind Pouer Monthly, vol. 8, No. 2, February 1992.

I 1 -lOTA has rccelYed ~ Ord that the windp]~  program  had been  subs[ant]a]]y  ~111 back,  but &?ta]]s  are not available.

I 1 ~..~ne ~ouJmd F~x[ra Turblne~  ,n F-our Years,” Wind .!) Irections, winter 1991.
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PAWEX wants the utilities to also pay for the
avoided cost of environmental damage and claims
that a tariff of 10.6¢/kWh would be more reason-
able. The conflict is now in arbitration. Until De-
cember 1991, PGEM followed the VEEN
guidelines, but it has changed its policy to “ex-
press its appreciation for the environmental ad-
vantages of wind power. ” Members of VEEN in
Friesland and PEN in Noors pay 6¢ and 8¢/kWh,
respect ivel y. 116

An estimated 25 MW will also be installed by
private investors in 1991-95.117 Opportunities for
wind turbine installation by private individuals
were significantly improved in 1992, following
changes in the regulations governing wind power
subsidies.

Of the 250 MW of wind capacity Windplan in-
tends to install, it invited non-Dutch manufactur-
ers to bid for only 80 MW, providing Dutch
companies a significant advantage. It is not clear
how this action—with more than 2,600 turbines
installed in the Netherlands, none imported as of
1991—fits within the framework of EU regula-
tions. l 18

Kenetech-U.S. Wind Power, a privately held
American company, has signed a contract to build
and operate 25 MW of wind energy turbines for a
utility in the Netherlands. U.S. Wind Power will
finance, install, and operate the turbines and, un-
der a power purchase agreement, will sell its out-
put of 60 million kWh of electricity a year to NV
Energiebedrijf, which serves the provinces of
Gronigen and Drenthe. The machines are sched-
uled to be online by the end of 1994. Actual
construction may be performed by a Dutch com-
pany rather than Kenetech’s construction subsid-
iary, but no transfer of technology is presently
planned. 119

SWlTZERLAND 120

In September 1990, Switzerland’s citizens voted
for a three-pronged energy policy: a moratorium
was declared on the construction of new nuclear
plants for 10 years; existing nuclear plants were to
continue to operate; and the Federal Ministry of
Energy and the states (cantons) were given a man-
date to pursue a more intensive energy policy pro-
moting conservation and renewable. As a result,
an action plan, “Energy 2000,” was initiated. As
of early 1993, funds had not been allocated specif-
ically to the Energy 2000 program, and it is not yet
clear what initiatives will be developed for PV or

I l~utlllty  Bubles  Rate of Pa>,” W/rid Po\~er Monthl.v, vol. 8, No, 1, Februar) 1992.

I ITE Luken and R. de B~ijne,  Netherlands  Agenc)  frn Ener~~ iin~ the En\ lrOI_HllCnl, “The Netherlands Wind Energy Stimulation Program:

The Success of a Continuous Effort,” paper presented at the Wind Energy Technology and Implementation European Wind Energy Conference,

Amsterdam, 1991.

1 I X’One ~ousmd Extra Turbines in Four Years,” op. cit., footnote 115.

I ]~..usw  T. supply WindWwer  [0 Netherlands utility,” Solar Ener~} /ntel/i~ence  Re/n-t,  VOI. 18, No. 14, JUIY 13, 1992.

lzo~ls section is dra\vn  Primar]]y  from Kennedy and Egan,  op. cit.,  footnote 1 ~.
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wind power. The budget will be allocated annually
by Parliament, and the necessary funding is esti-
mated to be approximately $777 million. This is
expected to be covered by the federal government
in the form of incentives, as well as by the private
owner. Subsidies of 30 to 50 percent of the capital
cost of systems would appear to be necessary.

Switzerland stated goal is for renewable ener-
gy to provide 3 percent of the thermal energy and
0.5 percent of the electric energy the country
needs by the year 2000. A complementary goal of
50 MW of installed PV capacity by the year 2000
has also been set. Photovoltaic R&D expenditures
have risen from $5.2 million in 1990 to $8.64 mil-
lion in 1992, but were expected to decrease to
$5.05 million in 1993.

As a result of the energy utilization resolution
passed by the Swiss Parliament in December
1990, public power companies are obliged to pur-
chase the electrical energy produced by inde-
pendent power producers using PV, wind,
cogeneration. and micro-hydroelectric power sta-
tions and to reimburse them at an “appropriate
rate. ” For renewable energy power generation, the
purchase price is based on the marginal cost of
new domestic installations. Remuneration of be-
tween 21@ and 29¢/kWh “is possible. ’’121 Scat-
tered canton support in the form of attractive
buyback rates and installation incentives has been
reported, although there does not appear to be a
uniform policy,

The government parties have reached a verbal
agreement to impose a resource or energy tax to

encourage the use of renewable. However, the
rapid introduction of a C02-energy tax is restricted
by the need to find a consensus with the EU. Con-
sequently, it is unlikely to be introduced soon.

A fund exists for PV installations in govern-
ment-owned buildings, such as military camps,
railway stations, and post oftices. Since Septem-
ber 1992, the Swiss government has supported PV
grid-connected installations for schools with a
payment of $4,000/kW. 122

UNITED KINGDOM123

The British Department of Trade and Industry has
a series of regional planning studies under way to
assist local authorities in identifying the renew-
able energy potential. Although the United King-
dom is considered to have the best wind resource
in Europe, relatively few wind turbines had been
installed until recently. High taxation on indepen-
dent power production and low buyback rates
throughout the 1980s hindered large-scale wind
power development.

124 The completion of Eng-

land’s first commercial wind powerplant, a 2-MW
installation at Delabole in the southeastern county
of Cornwall, brought total wind capacity in the
United Kingdom to 12 MW.125 Proposals for 16
large-scale windfarms amounting to 130 MW
were granted power purchase contracts and plan-
ning permission in mid-1992.126 By the end of
1992, 30 MW of wind power capacity were ex-
pected to be in operation,127 and an additional 100
MW were under development, to be operational in

1 J IT. N“ordman,  “Photo\ oltaics  Applications in Switzerland, ” paper presented at the 11 th European Photovo]taic Solar Energy Conference,
,Montrcu\, Switzerland, Oct. 16, 1992.

I ~~[bld,

I ~~~lj ~ectlon is Prlmarl]y drawn  from Kennedy and Egan, op. cit., footnote I ~).

1 ~~peter Mu\grove  and David Lindley,  “1Vind Farm Developments in [he U.K ,.” paper prc~cnted at [he  European Wind Energy  Conference.

Amwmiam,  The Netherlands\, 1991,

I ~s’’Brl[l\h  Renewab]e\  Budget Frozen,” Wind Power  Monthly, vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.

I l~Grea[  Oaky from NFFO Acorns,” Wind Power Monrhly,  VO]. 8, No. 5, May 1992.

I ~TAndrew Gamard  of Ga~ad Hasjan,  persona] communication with Ted Kennedy and Chri\tme Egan, Meridian COW.,  i 993.
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1993, 128 making the British market the largest in
the world in 1992.129

Photovoltaic efforts have not fared as well. A
budget of about $4 million is dedicated to solar en-
ergy overall, but there is no official budget for PV.
In 1989-90, an assessment of the prospects for PV
power generation in the United Kingdom was un-
dertaken by the Energy Technology Support Unit
(ETSU). In response to this action, a number of
leading authorities on PVs have setup the British
Photovoltaic Association.

In 1990, the British power industry was privat-
ized, and the government developed the Non-Fos-
sil Fuel Obligation (NFFO), which required the
purchase of specified amounts of power from non-
fossil sources. This was done in part to ensure that
the industry continued to buy output from the nu-
clear stations (despite their higher costs compared
with fossil fuels), but it has also provided an impe-
tus to the development of some renewable energy
technologies such as wind.130 At present costs,
PV projects are not considered supportable under
the obligation. The additional costs incurred by
the regional distribution companies to satisfy the
nonfossil fuel obligation are met by a tax on the
electricity supplier (which is passed on to the con-
sumer) of 10 to 11 percent on all revenue from
coal-, oil-, and gas-generated power sales. 131

Since NFFO was introduced, three calls for
proposals have been made. The first phase of proj-
ect solicitations took place in 1990 and resulted in

75 contracts totaling 152 MW of installed renew-
able energy capacity.

132 The 1991 call resulted in

122 contracts for 472 MW. By far the largest por-
tion of the proposals were based on waste burning
to generate power. Wind projects totaling more
than 400 MW were submitted, and nine projects (a
total of 28.4 MW) were selected. 133 Of these, four
were existing prototype projects, and the remain-
ing five were windfarm proposals each of greater
than 1 -MW rated capacity. 134 The most recent call
requires the purchase of an additional 300 to 400
MW of renewable power in contracts that run 15
to 20 years. 135

Originally, power was to be purchased at
11 ¢/kWh, but by 1991 the price for wind was
21¢/kWh. 13b After 1998, payment will fluctuate
and be based on a “pool price” of approximately
4.6¢kWh. This expiration date has been reflected
in the availability of financing for this truncated
period. Because of the planning, permitting, and
construction time of 1 ½ to 2 years, the preferred
rate will be available for only 6 to 7 years, and
lenders have insisted on recovering their invest-
ment during the fixed price period. 137 British
wind powerplants cost $2,300/kW installed ca-
pacity to build, with power costing about
18¢/kWh, as of 1992.

Throughout the 1990s, NFFO orders are ex-
pected to total about 1,000 MW, expanded from an
original obligation of 600 MW. Wind is expected

lz~’’u nlted Kingdom To pass U.S. in the New Wind ]nsta]]atlOnS,” Wind Energ} Weekly, vol. 11, No. 500, June 1, 1992, pp. 4-5.

lz9’’Grea[  Oaks from NFFO Acorns,” op. cit., fOOtnOte  126.

l~~Musgrove  and Lindley, op. cit., footnote 124.

13 l.-unl~ed  Kingdom Movlng To. sl~~ly  on Renewables  Government panel Says,” &~/ar Le/[er, VOI.  3, No. 2, Jan. 22, ] 993; D.I. page ~d

H.G.  Parkinson, Energy Technology Support Unit, Harwell Laboratory, Didcot, U. K., The Development of Wind Farms in England and
Wales,” n.d.

ljzpa~e ~d Parkinson,  op. cit., fOOtnOte  ] 31.

]j3Musgrove  and Lindley, op. cit., footnote 124.

ljdpage  ~d parkinson,  op. cit., footnote 131.

I ~SBranstet[er,  op. cit., footnote 28.

136page  ~d pmkinson,  Op. Cit., fOO~Ote  131.

1 37,*UK ExFcted  T. EXpand Renewab]e Energy  program,” wind  Energy Weekl~’,  VO]. 1, No. 499, May 18, 1992, p. 1.
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to comprise about half of this amount. 138 By Sep.

(ember 1992, f“lnal permission had been acquired
for 49 percent of the NFF0.13g Monitoring of
these projects will be carried out by ETSU. A few
projects will be singled out for more detailed mon -
itoring by independent consultants, including two
windfarrns under a three-year, $4.4-million, co-
funded R&D program between National Wind
Power and the Department of Trade and Indus-
try. ‘“

According to the American Wind Energy
Association, several U,S. companies have placed
bids through the NFFO program, including the
Wind Harvest Company and a 4-MW project of
Carter Wind Turbines. SeaWest Power Systems is

the most active U.S. firm in the United Kingdom
and is developing 40 MW of capacity there.

COMPARISONS
The preceding descriptions of national programs,
and those of the United States as discussed in
chapter 5, offer a snapshot of the wide array of
supports that PV and wind technologies are re-
ceiving. It is useful here to briefly compare these
supports.

Federal RD&D support for PVS is shown in to-
tal current dollars and in dollars per capita in fig-
ure 7-2. As noted in chapter 1, U.S. support for
PVS has risen considerably since 1992, but that

‘“4 T--- ‘1

h. .
I

I
,

Switzer- Germany Italy Japan Us. France
land

Per capita RD&D investment In PV technologies IS gwen for
various OECD counfrles By this measure, the Un/fed Slates
ranks a dManf fifth behind Swli’edand, Germany /fa/y, and
Japan

SOURCE Off Ice o! Tectmology Assessment 1995

—
i ~x. ’Poll tlca] Replrt Re~orllnlcnd~ Long-Term Market Incentl Ve$,” Wind Po\~er Monthl), vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.

1 lc)pdoc ~n~ parklns{>n, op. cit., footnote I ~ 1 ~r
] ‘JIbld,
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year was chosen for comparison because more re-
cent data for several countries were not available
on a consistent basis. The United States has a pro-
gram roughly comparable in terms of total invest-
ment to those of Japan and Germany, and
somewhat larger than that of Italy. In terms of per
capita investment, however, the United States
ranks far behind the leading countries.

Total and per capita federal RD&D support for
wind technology is shown in figure 7-3. In terms
of total investment, the United States ranks well
behind Italy and Holland, and is roughly compara-
ble to Germany. In terms of per capita investment,
the United States ranks near the bottom of the list,
for example, spending less than one-twentieth per
capita of the amount spent by the Netherlands.

To encourage PV commercialization, the
United States supports several major initiatives
including the PV Manufacturing Technology
Project and the PV for Utility Scale Applications,
which are discussed in chapter 6. In addition, the
United States provides five-year accelerated de-
preciation for PV systems as well as 10-percent in-
vestment tax credits for PV investments by

nonutility generators. PV power must be pur-
chased at the utility’s avoided costs, but these are
typically in the neighborhood of 3@ to 7¢/kWh,
well below current PV costs.

In comparison, Japan variously provides 7-per-
cent investment tax credits, loans at interest rates
of 4.55 percent, and subsidies of up to 50 percent
on model plants, and it plans to subsidize up to
two-thirds of the cost of residential systems. Fur-
ther, the purchase price for privately generated
power in Japan is 16@ to 24¢/kWh.

Germany provides 50 to 60 percent federal sub-
sidies and roughly 20-percent state subsidies, with
a limit of 70 percent, for PVs installed under its
“1,000 Roof” program. Utilities purchase PV
power at 12¢/kWh.

In Italy, remote houses can receive a PV subsi-
dy of up to 80 percent of capital costs; grid-inte-
grated PV systems receive 20@ to 28¢/kWh for
power sold to the grid.

RD&D and commercialization strategies
might rely on "deep-pocket” firms that can carry
PV programs over the long term. ARCO and
Mobil are large oil companies that were expected
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such a role in U.S. photovoltaic develop-
but both sold their PV division to German

companies.
U.S. PV producers themselves, though techni-

cally strong, tend to be small firms. Other than
U.S.-based production by Siemens (Germany)
and Solec International (Japan), the United States
has only one firm that produced 1 MW or more of
PV power in 1992, compared with six Japanese
firms,14’ five European firms,142 and one firm in
India.

The difficulties faced by small U.S. firms in
accessing long-term financial resources are lead-
ing to arrangements with foreign producers in
some cases. A recent example is the Energy Con-
version Devices agreement with Canon (Japan) to
build a production facility in Virginia (box 6-2).

This leads naturally to the question of the extent to
which PV manufacturing might move offshore as
it becomes more like a commodity production
process. As discussed above. maintaining U. S.-
based production of PVs will require maintaining
a lead in RD&D as well as developing and invest-
ing in advanced automated production facilities.

POLICY OPTIONS
Given the rapid change in technologies and gov-
ernment programs, more current data and anal ysis
are needed for effective decisionrnaking. Thus,
Congress could direct both the Departments of
Energy and of Commerce to expand recent work
examining competitiveness. 143  Such  work  migh

include a more detailed examination of the sup-

I ~1 No[ inc]lldlng  U. S,. baJed  pr~duc[t~n  by SOIW  International, now owned by Sumitomo  tind SanJO..
I qZNot includlng u.s.-ba~ed production bjf Siemen+solar.

] q~work  is ~umently  being done at Sandia N’atlona]  Laboratory at the reques[ of the Office of lnte]ligen~e, Office of Foreign In[el]igcn~e,

U.S. Department of Energy.
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port provided by foreign governments to their in-
dustries, including RD&D, tax. financial, and
export assistance. This analysis could compare
the effective level of subsidy provided to different
technologies and firms within each country’s ac-
counting framework. It could also examine the
firm-or industry-specific impact of these supports
in terms of profitability, access to capital, ability
to expand and capture market share, and other
measures of vitality. Such analysis would seem
particularly important in terms of small entrepre-
neurial U.S. firms, which may have difficulty
adequately accessing capital even to match cost-
shared R&D programs. Finally, the effectiveness

of these supports could be compared on the basis
of their long-term impacts on competitiveness;
particularly important may be support for early
scaleup of manufacturing that captures significant
economies of scale and learning.

Correspondingly, specific strengths and weak-
nesses of the U.S. system could be examined to
determine where it might be improved with re-
spect to the international challenge. This analysis
might include an examination of:
■

■

■

m

■

RD&D and commercialization to develop ado-
mestic industry (see chapters 5 and 6);
the effectiveness and means of improving in-
dustry consortia and public-private partner-
ships for RD&D and market development;
how RD&D can support U.S. exports;
the access of small entrepreneurial firms to cap-
ital markets; 144 and
gaps in support for developing export mar-
kets—particularly the lack of technology-spe-
cific knowledge or support, and weak market
development support (especially public-pri-
vate export project finance)-on the part of
trade agencies.145

CONCLUSION
Renewable energy technologies could become a
major growth industry in the 21st century. Com-
petition in global renewable energy markets is
likely to become increasingly intense, and the
winners stand to dominate a lucrative internation-
al market. Several countries are vying for the lead
in the world PV and wind markets with very
aggressive programs. The U.S. is still a major
player in the international marketplace and, given
the opportunity, U.S. firms can continue to be
competitive in international markets for renew-
able energy technologies. This may provide sub-
stantial long-term economic and environmental
benefits at home and abroad.

l~~M1chael E pofier, “capital DiSa~Van(a~e: America’s Failing capita] Investment sySWTl,” Har\’ard Business Ret’iet(, September-

October 1992,  pp. 65-82.

ldsF~r ~ ~a]ysls  and discussion of U.S. export programs, see the references in fOOKIOte 6.
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Area
1 square kilometer (km2) =
0.386 square mile
247 acres
100 hectares

1 square mile=
2.59 square kilometers (km2)
640 acres
259 hectares

| hectare = 2.47 acres

Length
| meter= 39.37 inches

| kilometer= 0.6214 miles

Weight
1 kilogram (kg)= 2.2046 pounds

(lb)

1 pound (16)= 0.454 kilogram
(kg)

1 metric tonne (ml) (or “long
ton”) =
1,000 kilograms or 2,204 lbs

1 short ton = 2,000 pounds or
907 kg

Appendix A:
Units,

Scales, and
Conversion

Factors A

Energy
1 Exajoule = 0.9478 quads

1 Gigajoule (GJ) = 0.9478
million Btu

1 MegaJoule (MJ) = 0.9478
thousand Btu

1 quad (quadrillion Btu) =
1.05x 1018 Joules (J)
1.05 exajoules (EJ)
4.20x 107 metric tonnes, coal
1.72x 108 barrels, oil
2,34x10 7 metric tonnes, oil
2.56x10 ]0 cubic meters, gas
5.8x107 metric tonnes dry wood
2.92x 1011 kilowatthours

1 kilowatthour =
3410 British thermal units (Btu)
3.6x10 6 Joules (J)

1 Joule=
9.48x10-4 British thermal unit

(Btu)
2.78x10_7 kilowatthours (kWh)

1 British thermal unit (Btu) =
2.93x10- 4 kilowatthours (kWh)
1.05x 103 Joules (J)

Volume
1 l liter (1)=
0.264 gallons (liquid, U. S.)
6.29x 1 0-3 barrels (petroleum,

U s . )

1x 10-3 cubic meters (m3)
3.53x1 0-2 cubic feet (ft3)

1 gallon (liquid, U.S.)=
3.78 liters (1)
2.38x 10-2 barrels (petroleum,

U s . )

3.78x 10-3 cubic meter (m3)
1.33x10_ ] cubic feet (ft3)

1 barrel (bbl) (petroleum, U. S.) =
1 .59x 102 liters (1)
42 gallons (liquid, U. S.)

1 cord wood=
128 cubic feet (ft3) stacked

wood
3.62 cubic meters (m3) stacked

wood

Temperature
From Celsius to Fahrenheit:

((9/5) X (“C))+ 32 =°F

1259
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From Fahrenheit to Celsius: 9/5 x (change in ‘C)= change Example: a 3.0‘C rise in
(5/9) X (oF - 32)= “C i noF temperature = a 5.4 ‘F rise

| To convert a Fahrenheit in temperature

Temperature changes: change to a Celsius change:

■ To convert a Celsius change to 5/9 x (change in ‘F) = change
a Fahrenheit change: in oC


